Propaganda cards aimed at the Oppressors of Hungary 1919.

C'est la Hongrie qui formait la barrière entre la renaissance de l'occident et l'invasion payenne de l'orient.

Hungary was the barrier between the Renaissance of the West and the incursions of Paganism.

Defending the Patron of Hungary
Propaganda cards aimed at the Oppressors of Hungary 1919.

Poor Fatherland, I now have no home!! and feel much sorrow.

Disabled Soldier;; please give employment and support Co-operative Industrial Art Class.
Imperialist woodcutters — Imperialista jégágot — Les bûcherons
imperialis.

Imperialist Woodcutters chopping away at Hungary after World War One.

Vous avez détraquit la Hongrie.
Vous avez tué le cardé –
de digue – qui mille ans défendaît l'Europe.

Propaganda cards aimed at the Oppressors of Hungary 1919.

You have killed Hungary and destroyed the dikes which defended Europe for a thousand years.
Propaganda cards aimed at the Oppressors of Hungary 1919.

The Armistice.

The demarcation line.
Before Trianon

President M. Alexandre Millerand.

M. Alexandre MILLERAND
Président du Conseil des Ministres
Élu Président de la République Française le 23 Septembre 1920 A. P.
Cliché Mensel

1st president of the League of Nations, whence this first came into being after the ending of the first World War.

On June 28. 1919, the Covenant of the League of Nations was signed by the Victorious Powers, also by the countries attending the Peace Conference.
Count Albert Apponyi, leader of the Hungarian Delegation at Trianon, but he resigned in the name of the entire delegation on the 16th May 1920.

Count Albert Apponyi, the great Hungarian champion of a fair revision of the peace treaties, whom the homage of public opinion of Great Britain and America has dubbed "The Grand Old Man of Central Europe". — Oil painting by Philip de Laszlo.
Map showing where the Hungarian delegation stayed and where negotiation took place, also where the peace treaty was signed.

The Hungarian Peace delegation stayed in the Chateau De-Madrid (Neuilly) France, was then transferred to the Chateau Saint-Germain-En-Laye where the negotiation of the peace treaty was carried out. They then was transferred to the Grand Trianon on the 4th June 1920 to sign the peace treaty.
The Chateau De-Madrid where the Hungarian delegation stayed.

The Chateau Saint-Germain-En-Laye, where the peace treaty discussion took place.
Grand Trianon where the peace treaty was signed 4th June 1920.
THE TREATY THAT SHOULD NEVER HAVE BEEN!!

THE THOUSAND YEARS OLD UNDIVIDED HUNGARY

1920 HUNGARY BEFORE AND AFTER THE TREATY OF TRIANON.

AND THE TREATY MONSTER OF TRIANON, 4TH JUNE 1920

Fiume given to Italy by Allied Forces.

AUSTRIA

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

YUGOSLAVIA

ROMANIA
Economic Losses.

The Trianon Treaty was disastrous for Hungary. The economic losses devastated the country for decades. The following are some of the losses of Industry, Institutions and Agriculture:

- 61.4% of the arable land
- 88% of the timber
- 62.2% of the railroads
- 64.5% of the hard surface roads
- 83.1% of the raw iron output
- 55.7% of the industrial plants
- 67% of the banking and credit institutions
- 67% of the post offices
- 100% of the gold mines
- 100% of the silver, copper and salt deposits
- 65% of the cattle stock
- 49% of the swine stock
- 53.3% of the horse stock
- 72.4% of the sheep stock
- 45% of the workforce
- 38% of the flour mills
- 55.6% of the sugar refining industry
- 52% of the alcohol industry
- 39% of the breweries
- 60% of the iron and steel industry
- 30% of the cotton industry
- 90% of the wool industry
- 50% of the leather industry
- 47% of the oil refining industry
- 47% of the fertilizer industry
- 39% of the cement-works industry
- 68% of the glass-works
The Dismemberment of Hungary.

The terms forced upon Hungary by the Peace Treaty of Trianon, signed on the 4th June 1920, broke Hungary to pieces: Before the war, Hungary had a territory of 125,600 square miles, under the terms of the treaty she lost 89,700 square miles or 71.4% of her territory. She lost over 13 million people, 63% of the population, including more than 3.5 million Hungarians.

The Hungarian Kingdom, a perfect geographical and economical unit, was dismembered on the basis of "liberation of nationalities". The result of this as follows:;

1,700,000 Slovaks with
1,875,000 other nationalities, including
1,000,000 Hungarians were forced into the newly created country of Czechoslovakia.

2,800,000 Romanians with
2,465,000 other nationalities, including
2,000,000 Hungarians were forced under Romanian rules.

1,029,000 Serbians with
3,093,000 Croatians and other nationalities, 600,000 of which were Hungarians, were forced to live in the newly formed country of Yugoslavia.

50,000 Hungarians and 232,000 German speaking people now placed under Austrian rule were given to Austria.

The 3,500,000 Hungarians that were forced away from the "Mother country", more than 1,500,000 were living along the newly created borders in a continuous ethnic block. The treaty was supposedly based on the "ethnic principle" which was to provide self-determination for distinct ethnic groups. Trusting the promises of the new recipients of Hungarian land and people, the allied forces never supervised the equal treatment of the ethnic groups in these regions. One of the major violations of this ethnic principle occurred at the newly established Hungarian-Czechoslovak border on the Danube river. 95% of the population in this 7,000 square mile area was Hungarian.

This overwhelming majority was ignored because of the Czechoslovakian desire to maintain the Danube river as their border.
The 5f essay was a proposed design for the 1932 Famous Hungarians issue. It pictured Count Albert Apponyi, leader of the Hungarian Peace Delegation at Trianon. His eloquent appeal against the partitioning of Hungary was rejected by the peace conference. The photo-card is surrounded by some of the irre- dentist vignettes prepared in the late 1920s.
Publicity labels on the loss of Hungarian land through the Trianon Treaty Monster 4th June 1920.

Magyarország Eldarabolása A Béke-Halála.
trans: Hungary's carving up is the death of peace.

Hazádnak Rendületlenül Légy Híve Óh Magyar.
trans: Be true to your Country, Steadfastly Oh my Hungarians,

Nem! Nem! Soha!
trans: No! No! Never!

Nem! Nem! Soha! = No! No! Never!

Text in Esperanto.
Helpu Al Ruizgita Hungarujo.
trans: Help Ruined Hungary!

Szepesség Mayarországé.
trans: Szepesség Belongs to Hungary.
Publicity labels on the loss of Hungarian land through the Trianon Treaty Monster 4th June 1920.

Set of four designs showing the lost territories on the map of Hungary with colour and language variations.
Publicity labels on the loss of Hungarian land through the Trianon Treaty Monster 4th June 1920.

The hands of the robbers.

Csonka Magyarország nem ország!
Egész Magyarország mennyország!
trans: Rump Hungary is no Hungary!
Whole Hungary is a paradise.

Naspat-Ku-Madjarom!
Inscription in Slovak, faulty.

Vissza A Magyarokhoz!
Inscription in Hungarian, faulty.

Nasad-Ku-Magyarom!
Inscription in Slovak, faulty.
PART I.
THE COVENANT OF THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS
ARTICLES I TO 26 AND ANNEX
See Part I, Treaty of Versailles, Pages 5-23

PART II.
FRONTIERS OF HUNGARY.
ARTICLE 27.

The frontiers of Hungary shall be fixed as follows:

1. With Austria:
   From the point common to the three frontiers of Austria, Hungary and Czecho-Slovakia, this point to be selected on the ground about 1 kilometre west of Antonienhof (east of Kittsee), southwards to point 115 situated about 8 kilometres south-west of St. Johann,
   a line to be fixed on the ground, leaving entirely in Hungarian territory the Karlburg-Csorna railway and passing west of Kr. Jahrndorf and Wust-Sommerein, and east of Kittsee, D. Jahrndorf, Nickelsdorf and Andau;
   thence westwards to a point to be selected on the southern shore of Neusiedler See between Holling and Hidseg,
   a line to be fixed on the ground passing south of Pamhagen, leaving in Hungarian territory the entire Einser canal as well as the branch railway running north-westwards from the station of Mexiko, and then crossing Neusiedler See keeping to the south of the island containing point 117;
   thence southwards to point 265 (Kamenje) about 2 kilometres south-east of Nikitsch, a line to be fixed on the ground passing east of Zenkendorf and Nikitsch and west of Nemet Pereszeg and Kovesd;
   thence south-westwards to point 883 (Trott Ko) about 9 kilometres south-west of Koszeg, a line to be fixed on the ground passing south-east of Locsmund Olmod and Liebing, and north-west of Koszeg and the roads from Koszeg to Salamonfö;
   thence southwards to point 234 about 7 kilometres north-northeast of Pinkamindszent,
   a line to be fixed on the ground passing east of Rohoncza and Nagynarda and west of Butsching and Dozmat, then through points 273, 260 and 241;
   thence in a general south-westerly direction to point 353 about 6 kilometres north-north-east of Szt Gotthard,
   a line to be fixed on the ground passing between Nagysaroslak and Pinkamindszent, then south of Karacsa, Nemetbukkos and Zsaman and through point 323 (Hochkogel);
   thence south-westwards to a point to be selected on the watershed between the basins of the Raba (Raab) and the Mur about 2 kilometres east of Toka, this point being the point common to the three frontiers of Austria, Hungary and the Serb-Croat-Slovene State,
   a line to be fixed on the ground passing east of Rabakeresztur, Nemetlak and Nagyfaiva, west of the Radkersburg-Szt Gotthard road and through point 353 (Janke B.).

2 With the Serb-Croat-Slovene State:

From the point defined above in an easterly direction to point 313 about 10 kilometres south of Szt Gotthard,
   a line to be fixed on the ground following generally the watershed between the basins of the Raba on the north and of the Mur on the south

thence in a southerly direction to point 295 about 16 kilometres north-east of Muraszombat, a line to be fixed on the ground passing east of Nagydolany, Orihodos with its railway station, Kapornak, Domonkosfa and Kisszerdahegy, and west of Kotormany and Szomorocz, and through points 319 and 291; thence in a south-easterly direction to point 209 about 3 kilometres west of Nemesnep,
The Treaty of Trianon, June 4, 1920

a line to be fixed on the ground following generally the watershed between the Nemesnepi on the north and the Kebele on the south;

thence in a south-south-easterly direction to a point to be chosen on the Lendva south of point 265,

a line to be fixed on the ground passing to the east of Kebeleszentmarton, Zsitkocz, Gontheraza, Hidveg, Csenté, Pincze and to the west of Lendva-jakabfa, Bodehaza, Gaborjanhaza, Dedes, Lendva-Ujfalau;

thence in a south-easterly direction,

the course of the Lendva downstream;

then the course of the Mur downstream;

then to its junction with the old boundary between Hungary and Croatia-Slavonia, about 1 1/2 kilometres above the Gyekenyes-Koproncza railway bridge,

the course of the Drau (Drave) downstream;

thence south-eastwards to a point to be chosen about 9 kilometres east of Miholjac Doljni,

the old administrative boundary between Hungary and Croatia-Slavonia, modified, however, so as to leave the Gyekenyes-Barcs railway, together with the station of Gola, entirely in Hungarian territory;

thence in an easterly direction to point 93 about 3 kilometres south-west of Baranyavar,

a line to be fixed on the ground passing north of Torjanca, Locs and Beng and south of Kassad, Beremend with its railway station and Illocska;

thence in a north-easterly direction to a point to be chosen in the course of the Danube about 8 kilometres north of point 169 (Kiskoszeg),

a line to be fixed on the ground passing to the west of Baranyavar, Foherczeglak (leaving to the Serb-Croat-Slovene State the railway joining these two places at the junction immediately to the north of Baranyavar) and Dalyok, and to the east of Ivan-Darda, Sarok, Udvar and Izabellafoled (with its railway);

thence east-north-eastwards to a point in the course of the Kigyos about 3 kilometres east-south-east of Bacsmdaras Station,

a line to be fixed on the ground passing between Herczegszanto and Bereg, and then approximately following the course of the Ekiygos, but curving to the north of Rigyicza;

thence east-north-eastwards to a point to be selected on the backwater of the Tisza (Theiss) about 5 1/2 kilometres east-north-east of Horgos Station,

a line to be fixed on the ground passing south of Kun-Baja, cutting the Szabadka-Bacsalmazs railway about 1 1/2 kilometres east of Csikeria Station, cutting the Szabadka-Kiskunhalas railway about 3 kilometres south of Kelebia Station, and passing north of Horgos and its station, and south of Roszkesszentmihalytelek;

thence in a south-easterly direction to the Tisza,

the median line of the backwater;

thence to a point to be selected about 5 kilometres upstream

the course of the Tisza;

thence in a general easterly direction to a point to be selected on the ground about 4 kilometres south-west of Kiszombor Station, approximzately east-south-east of point 84 and south-south-west of point 83, this point being the point common to the three frontiers of Roumania, Hungary, and the Serb-Croat-Slovene State

a line to be fixed on the ground passing between Gyla and Oszentivan and between Obeb and Kubekhaza.

3. With Roumania:

From the point defined above east-north-eastwards to a point to be selected on the Maros about 3 1/2 kilometres upstream from the railway bridge between Mako and Szeged,

a line to be fixed on the ground;

thence south-eastwards, and then north-eastwards to a point to be selected about 1 kilometre south
of Nagylak Station,
the course of the river Maros upstream;
thence north-eastwards to the salient of the administrative boundary between the comitats of Csanad and Arad north-west-west of Nemétperec,
a line to be fixed on the ground passing between Nagylak and the railway station;
thence east-north-eastwards to a point to be selected on the ground between Battonya and Tornya,
this administrative boundary, passing north of Nemétperec and Kisperce;
thence to point 123 (about 1.2 kilometres east of Magosliget), the point common to the three
frontiers of Hungary, Roumania and Czecho-Slovakia (Ruthenian territory),
a line to be fixed on the ground passing west of Nagyvarjas, Kisvarjas and Nagyıratos, east of
Dombegyház, Kevermes and Elek, west of Ottlaka, Nagy-Pel, Gyula-Varsand, Ant and Illye, east
of Gyula, Gyula-Vari and Kotegean, cutting the Nagysza-lonta-Gyula railway about 12 kilometres
south-west of Nagysza-lonta and between the two bifurcations formed by the crossing of this line
and the Szeghalom-Erdogyarás railway; passing east of Mehkerek, west of Nagyszalonta and
Marzhihaea, east of Geszt, west of Atyas, Olah-Szt-Miklos and Rojt, east of Ugra and Harsany,
west of Koroszszeg and Koros-Tarjan, east of Szakal arld Berek-Boszormeny, west of Bors, east of
Artand, west of Nagy-Szanto, east of Nagy-Kereki, west of Pelbarthida and Bihardioszeg, east of
Kis-Marja, west of Csokaly, east of Nagyleta and Almosd, west of Er-Selind, east of Bagamer,
west of Er-Kenez and Ermihalyfálva east of Sz-Gyorgy-Abraúny and Peneszlek, west of Szansíszlo,
Bere-Csomakoz, Feny, Csanalos, Borvely and Domahida, east of Vallaj, west of Csenger-Bagos
and Ovari, east of Csenger-Ujahu, west of Dara, east of Csenger and Komlod-Tótfalu, west of
Pete, east of Nagy-Geucz, west of Szaraz-Berek, east of Meheleke, Garbolcs and Nagy-Hodos,
west of Fertos-Almas, east of Kis-Hodos, west of Nagy-Palad, east of Ki-Palad and Magosliget.

4. With Czecho-Slovakia:

From point 123 described above north-westwards to a point to be selected on the course of the
Batar about 1 kilometre east of Magosliget, a line to be fixed on the ground;
thence the course of the Batar downstream;
then to a point to be selected on it below Badalo and near this village,
the course of the Tisa downstream;
thence north-north-westwards to a point to be selected on the ground northeast at Darocz,
a line to be fixed on the ground leaving in the Ruthenian territory of Czecho-Slovakia Badalo,
Csoma, Macsola, Asztyel and Dedá, and in Hungarian territory Bereg-Surany and Darocz;
thence north-westwards to the confluence of the Fekete-Viz anal the Csaronda,
a line to be fixed on the ground passing through point 179, leaving in Ruthenian territory Mezo
Kaszony, Lonyay Tn., Degenfeld Tn., Hezyen, Horvathi Tn., Komjathy Tn., and in Hungarian
territory Kerek Gorond Tn., Berk Tn. and Barabas;
thence to a point to be selected in its course above the administrative boundary between the
comitats of Szabolcs and Bereg,
the course of the Csaronda downstream;
thence westwards to the point where the above-mentioned boundary coming from the right bank
cuts the course of the Tisa,
a line to be fixed on the ground;
thence to a point to be selected on the ground east-south-east of Tarkany,
the course of the Tisza downstream; thence approximately westwards to a point in the Ronyva
about 3.7 kilometres north of the bridge between the town and the station of Satoralja-Ujhegy,
a line to be fixed on the ground leaving to Czecho-Slovakia Tarkany, Perbenyik, Oros, Kis-
Kovesd, Bodrog-Szerdahely, Bodrog-Szog, and Borsi, and to Hungary Damoc, Laca, Rozvagy,
Pacin, Karos, Felso-Berekeci, crossing the Bodrog and cutting the railway triangle south-east of
Satoralja-Ujhegy, passing east of this town so as to leave the Kassa-Csap railway entirely in
Czecho-Slovak territory;
thence to a point near point 125 about 1 1/2 kilometres south of Alsomihalyi,
the course of the Ronyva upstream; thence north-westwards to a point on the Hernad opposite point 157 on the right bank south-west of Abaujnadás,

a line to be fixed on the ground following approximately the watershed between the basins of the Ronyva on the east and the Bozsva on the west, but passing about 2 kilometres east of Pusztatúl, turning south-westwards at point 896, cutting at point 424 the Kassa-Satorálja road and passing south of Abaujnadás;

thence to a point to be selected on the ground about 1 1/2 kilometres south-west of Abaujvar, the course of the Hernad downstream;

thence westwards to point 330 about 1 1/2 kilometres south-west of Pereny, a line to be fixed on the ground leaving to Czecho-Slovakia the villages of Migileznemeti and Pereny, and to Hungary the village of Tornyosnemeti;

thence westwards to point 291 about 35 kilometres south-east of Janok, the watershed between the basins of the Bodva on the north and the Rakacza on the south, but leaving in Hungarian territory the road on the crest south-east of Buzita;

thence west-north-westwards to point 431 about 3 kilometres south-west of Torna, a line to be fixed on the ground leaving to Czecho-Slovakia Janok, Tornahorvati and Bodvavendégi, and to Hungary Tornaszentjakab and Óbudvégardó;

thence south-westwards to point 365 about 12 kilometres south-west-south-east of Pelsocz, a line to be fixed on the ground passing through points 601, 381 (on the Rozsnyo-Edeleny road), 557 and 502;

thence south-south-westwards to point 305 about 7 kilometres north-west of Putnok, the watershed between the basins of the Sajo on the west and the Sziha and Keleméri on the east; thence south-westwards to point 278 south of the confluence of the Sajo and the Rima, a line to be fixed on the ground, leaving Banreve station to Hungary while permitting, if required, the construction in Czecho-Slovak territory of a connection between the Pelsocz and Losenicz railway lines;

thence south-westwards to point 485 about 10 kilometres east-north-east of Salgotarjan, a line to be fixed on the ground following approximately the watershed between the basins of the Rima to the north and the Hangony and Tarna rivers to the south;

thence west-north-westwards to point 727, a line to be fixed on the ground leaving to Hungary the villages and mines of Zagyva-Rona and Salgo, and passing south of Somos-Ujfalú Station;

thence north-westwards to point 391 about 7 kilometres east of Litke, a line following approximately the crest bounding on the northeast the basin of the Dobroda and passing through point 446;

thence north-westwards to a point to be selected on the course of the Eipel (Ipoly) about 1 1/2 kilometres north-east of Tarnocz, a line to be fixed on the ground passing through point 312 and between Tarnocz and Kalonda; thence south-westwards to a point to be selected in the bend of the Eipel about 1 kilometre south of Tesmag, the course of the Eipel downstream; thence westwards to a point to be selected on the course of the Eipel about 1 kilometre west of Tesa, a line to be fixed on the ground so as to pass south of the station of Ipolyság and to leave entirely in Czecho-Slovak territory the railway from Ipolyság to Csátá together with the branch line to Korpona (Karpfen), but leaving Bernece and Tesa to Hungary; then southwards to its confluence with the Danube, the course of the Eipel downstream; thence to a point to be selected about 2 kilometres east of Antonienhof (east of Kittsee), the principal channel of navigation of the Danube upstream; thence westwards to a point to be selected on the ground about 1 kilometre west of Antonienhof (east of Kittsee), this point being the point common to the three frontiers of Austria, Hungary and Czecho-Slovakia, a line to be fixed on the ground.
Look at the Comparison of the Treaties of Peace.

Comparison between the Treaty of Trianon and the other Treaties of Peace.

Which Treaty of Peace was guilty of the greatest injustice in respect of nationality?

The drawings given below show the number of persons declaring themselves to be Germans, Bulgarians or Magyars respectively by language were taken from Germany, Bulgaria and Hungary respectively.

What was done with Germany?

The Treaty of Versailles took from Germany one out of every twenty German nationals whose mother tongue was German.

What was done with Bulgaria?

The Treaty of Neuilly took from Bulgaria one out of every twenty nationals whose mother tongue was Bulgarian.

What was done with the Kingdom of Hungary?

The Treaty of Trianon took from Hungary seven out of every twenty nationals whose mother tongue was Magyar.

The Treaty of Trianon was motivated by the catchword "liberation of the nationalities", that motivation being used as a pretext for subjecting 3,424,000 Magyars — the vast majority of whom are living in a purely Magyar language area immediately adjoining Dismembered Hungary — to foreign rule.

From the nationality point of view the Treaty of Trianon is therefore the most unjust and the most ruthless of the Treaties of Peace.
A Társadalmi Egyesületek Szövetségének

tiltakozása

a trianoni békeszerződés ratifikálása ellen.

A Társadalmi Egyesületek Szövetsége Iszt en és a magyar nemzeti szín színes előtt független tiltakozó szavat az ellen, hogy a trianoni békeszerződést a magyar törvényház beiktetjeze.

A trianoni békeszerződés tiltakozása

A trianoni békeszerződés tiltakozásában

A Társadalmi Egyesületek Szövetsége

A magyar nemzettől színezett előtt független tiltakozó szavat az ellen, hogy a trianoni békeszerződést a magyar törvényház beiktetjeze.

A trianoni békeszerződés tiltakozásában

A Társadalmi Egyesületek Szövetsége

A magyar nemzettől színezett előtt független tiltakozó szavat az ellen, hogy a trianoni békeszerződést a magyar törvényház beiktetjeze.

Ezek, a trianoni békeszerződés tiltakozása

Ezek, a trianoni békeszerződés tiltakozása

Ezek, a trianoni békeszerződés tiltakozása

Ezek, a trianoni békeszerződés tiltakozása

Ezek, a trianoni békeszerződés tiltakozása

Ezek, a trianoni békeszerződés tiltakozása

Ezek, a trianoni békeszerződés tiltakozása

tudják kiemelné. Ezeknek kedves a Csoncamagyarország, mert az egész Magyarországtól féltek zsorsó és pilszos üdíteteket.

Ezek akarják a békezerődés ratifikálását.

Ezek üdvözlik az idegen tőkét, amely pásztorok
alasnyi értékét dönhasznára, miből nagy magához
ülcső árny minden, mint érték ebben a lerongyos ur-
szágban még maradt. Végül.

Ebből előre tűnik, mi vár reáknak a ratifikálás után.
Kifosztanak, kifogatnak, kiüzdenek mindenül-
kiből a egykor virágzó gazdag szép hazánk nyomor-
tanyává lesz, amelyben a közeppes felület néhány sok-
szoros millióos fog majd dőlombodni.

Ne téveszen meg senkit az, hogy gondos szán-
dékátatik a sér szavak mögé rejtik azok, akik ben-
nünk már a biztos példát láttak. Helyezve nem ehetik meg a megfázók agyától.

Nyugat határidoíthatatlan nem szállították meg meg.

Azt most akarják elvennit, mert a békezerődés Moson-
lópont és Vármegyéig egy részlet Ausztriának kötheto
oda. Ami ezt állítás még vitasz magyar katonaik és
hivén török a magyar határt. Városon tornyán még
magyar zászló leng. Magyarnak érzi ottan még magat
náj meg a német, magyar, horvát és a vend. Ezeket meg-
kérdezésük nemekkel elközik-e magunkból és dőljük-e
az osztrák szomszédnak?

Azok eik, akik támognak nem mernek, nem tudnak,
ellenállásuk nem jóljena kívül-jena ebből a magyar nemzeti
hadsereg?

Ugyan miért? — Mert ezt jelenti a békezerődés ratifikálása?

Még valósult meg régi leghyből vegy a nemzet-
nál, aik alkotott meg a magyar nemzeti hadsereg, amelyre közben tekintünk mindannyian a most főn
megezenmítetlen középpont az, le akarják fegyvereszt nemzet hadseregét a ezt nevezik majd saját béke-
szerződés végharcjátszásuk.

Akarta-e ezt bármelyik igaz magyar? Pedig ezt kívánják többnek, mert ezt jelenti a békezerődés ratifikálása.
Hungarian Propaganda card produced in the early 1920s, relating to the Trianon Treaty monster of 4th June 1920.

ÖRÖK HATÁRJEL NEM LEHET E KÖ REMÉLJETEK, VIRRAD A SZEBB JÓVÓ.

This stone cannot be the everlasting landmark, let's hope that a better future is coming for us.
No No Never!
The "Turul" the eagle of Hungarian mythology, defending the soil of Hungary.

Justice for Hungary!
Peace for the World!
(in five languages).

Igazságot Magyarországnak!
Békét a világnak!

Justice for Hungary!
Peace for the World!

Giustizia per l' Ungheria!
Pace per il mondo!

Justice pour la Hongrie!
Paix pour le monde!

Gerechtigkeit für Ungarn!
Friede für die Welt!

Sprawiedliwość dla Węgier!
Spokój dla Świata!

Kiadja: a Tiszántúli Általános Segélyház Egyesület, a debreceni Országrásló alap javára.
Hungarian Propaganda card produced in the early 1920s, relating to the Trianon Treaty monster of 4th June 1920.

Don't cry!!
Next year I am going to bring back Big Hungary.
Hungarian Propaganda card produced in the early 1920s, relating to the Trianon Treaty monster of 4th June 1920.

LET'S REMEMBER!

The Disbursment of Hungary through the Treaty monster of Trianon 4th June 1920.
Hungarian Propaganda card produced in the early 1920s, relating to the Trianon Treaty monster of 4th June 1920.

Hungarian Resurrection.

I wish you a happy Easter.
The Stamp collecting club ELMA was among the first to issue stamps protesting against the Treaty of Trianon.

inscription on left hand corner in a box :: ELMA 1920.

Sheet containing 6 stamps 3 of them with Hungarian and 3 with French inscriptions:: signed ELMA.
IGAZSÁG EG?? IS THIS JUSTICE ??
SOHA! NEVER!
MEGGONDOLTÁTOK ?? HAVE YOU THOUGHT IT OVER ??.
One of the many postcards/lettercards that flooded the world during the 1920s trying to expose the injustice of the Trianon Treaty and the need for Justice for Hungary.

The thousand-years-old undivided Hungary
*Unita Ungheria millenaria*

La Hongrie intégrée de mille ans

Das tausendjährige einheitliche Ungarn

*Az ezeréves egységes Magyarország*

*and the treaty-monster of Trianon.*

*Il mostro di Trianon.*

*et l’avorton de la Paix de Trianon.*

*und die Missgeburt von Trianon.*

*és a trianoni béke szörnyzülötte.*

---


Before- Avant- Vor- Avanti Trianon előtt

After- Après- Nach- Dopo Trianon után

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before</th>
<th>After</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>325,411</td>
<td>91,114</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inhabitants Habitants. Einwohner. Abitanti. Népesség</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20,886,487</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2K - ÉLETÜNKE TÉS VÉRÜNKE ALDOZZUK--
POZSONYÉRT!.
trans: OUR LIFE AND BLOOD WE SACRIFICE FOR POZSONY!

SIGNED: Tary 1920.
The Hungarian "Creed" expresses the belief and hope of the post Trianon Magyars. Officially it was announced as the third National Anthem in 1920. It is sung mostly on special occasions when the gathering or the festival is stimulated by the belief in a better future for the Nation and the hope of regaining the thousand-year-old frontiers of the country.
5K - MÁTYÁS MÉG ÖRT ÁLL KOLOZSVÁRON!
trans; MATHIAS STILL STANDS GUARD IN KOLOZSVÁR!

SIGNED: Tary 1920.
2K - Szent László védi Nagyváradot!
trans; St. Ladislaus protects Nagyvárad!

SIGNED: Tary 1920.
1K - HAGYJUK - E - KOMÁROT ?.
trans; SHALL WE GIVE UP KOMÁROM ?.

SIGNED:: Tary 1920.
5K - KURUCOK, ELŐRE.. KASSÁRA!.
trans; KURUC', FORWARD.. TO KASSÁ!.

SIGNED: Tary 1920.
WESTERN HUNGARY.

ovpt: - Fekelő Magyarok Által Megszállt Nyugat -

trans: - Western Hungary Occupied by Insurgent

three hole perfin.

unrecorded.

three hole perfs.
Philatelic cover of Western Hungary!!

Gyanafalva dated Sept - 9 - 1921
to Linz in Germany.

Local letter from Felsopulya (Oberpullendorf) to Sopronkeresztúr (Deutschkreutz), dated 17th September 1921.
ovpt: - Nyugatmagyarországi felkelők 1921.

trans: - Western Hungarian Insurgents 1921.
    Sept.  Zone "A".

whose mark is this ??.

inverted overprints.

3 hole perfin.

2 missing from year date.

Skull & Crossbone missing from Centre.
ovpt : Lajtabánság Posta.

underprint : 50% felár Fővezérség.

trans : 50% surcharge Supreme Command.

3 hole perfin.  inv ovpt.
Lower part document of the Insurgents showing postmark of Felsőpulya, dated 13th October 1921. Middle lower: main cancellation of the document is the official seal of the High Command of the Second Army of the Western Hungarian Insurgents. The two signatures from left to right are Captain Milidós Budaházy who was the Commander of the second army and Pater Arkangyal Bónis who was second-in-command of the fourth army of the Insurgents.

Reverse side of this postal document is the signature and stamp of the presiding Főszolgabíró (county Judge) of Felsőpulya.

trans: I certify the genuineness of the signatures dated 24th Oct. 1921.
ovpt :: Nyugatmagyarország - NÉPE - NEM - NEM - SOHA!.

trans :: People of Western Hungary - NO - NO - NEVER!
ovpt : - Nyugatmagyarország - NEPE - NEM - NEM - SOHA!.

trans : - People of Western Hungary - NO - NO - NEVER!
ovpt: - Felkelő Magyarok Északi Hadserege 1921.
trans: - Northern Army of the Insurgent Hungarians 1921.

100 known copies of each Madonna stamp issued with overprint.
This overprint was prepared in Budapest on the initiative of Istvan Friedrich, a former Hungarian (short lived) premier and issued on October 12, 1921. The overprint consists of the bilingual text in black; Nyugat - Magyarország Orszvé -- Westungarn Orgland; (trans -- Western Hungary National Defence of the Country....

10kr on 15filler, nice block of nine, showing typical variety broken (1) in 10 in central position.

3 hole perfins.
Western Hungary.
4 off Type 3 and complete set type 6 cancelled to order at "Nagymarton."
Presentation sheet showing complete set of type 6.

Philatelic cover posted at Kismarton to Felsőr
9th October 1921, and return to sender.
Local issue Lajtabánság 1921.
Postage Dues.
ovpt: - Soproni népszavazás 1921 dec. 14.

There is almost no information available on this series, the overprinting was supposed to have been ordered by György Hűr governing councilor for the economy, and László Szendey postmaster general of Lajtabánság, but the issue of the stamps at the post-offices was forbidden by the Entente Powers.
The four statues in Liberty Square are filled with clods of earth from the four lost provinces and are named North - South - East and West. Demolished in 1945 on the orders of the Communist party who were in power at this moment in time.

In Szabadság tér (Liberty Square) - which already in 1849 witnessed the martyrdom of dauntless heroes of the Hungarian love of liberty — these Hungarian irredenta statues were placed, after the model of the Strasbourg monument in Paris, in protest against the Treaty of Trianon. They are tragic records of the injustice done to Hungary, the separation of which must be the demand of every person of feeling. The four statues have been called North, South, East and West, since our country has been dismembered in all four quarters.
The national flag at Beaune and the four statues signifying the regions of Hungary. In 1919, the most secure place on the Danube Valley: Hungarian (territory?) was cut into 5 pieces at Trianon. The result; 4 Alsace Lorrains. The arrogant French, will she inflict this state of choice (situation) and for how long...?

3.5 million Hungarians will not make it to the Mother Country.

French People! push us into our rights? for JUSTICE.
Section 3 according to Treaty of Peace between the Allied and Associated Powers and Hungary.

AIR CLAUSES.

Article 128.
The armed forces of Hungary must not include any Military or Navel Air Forces. No dirigible shall be kept.

Article 129.
Within two months from the coming into force of the present Treaty, the personnel of the air forces on the rolls of the Hungarian land and sea forces shall be demobilised.

Article 130.
Until the complete evacuation of Hungarian territory by the Allied and Associated troops the aircraft of the Allied and Associated Powers shall enjoy in Hungary freedom of passage through the air, freedom of transit and of landing.

Article 131.
During the six months following the coming into force of the present Treaty, the manufacture, impotation and exportation of aircraft, parts of aircraft, engines for aircraft, and parts of engines for aircraft shall be forbidden in all Hungarian territory.

Article 132.
On the coming into force of the present Treaty, all military and Navel aeronautical material must be delivered by Hungary and at her expense to the Principal Allied and Associated Powers. Delivery must be affected at such places as the Governments of the said Powers may select, and must be completed within three months. In particular, this material will include all items under the following heads which are or have been in use or were designed for warlike purposes: Complete aeroplanes and seaplanes, as well as those being manufactured, repaired or assembled. Dirigibles able to take to the air, being manufactured, repaired or assembled.

Plant for the manufacture of hydrogen: Dirigible sheds and shelters of every kind for aircraft: Pending their delivery, dirigibles will, at the expense of Hungary, be maintained inflated with hydrogen; the plant for the manufacture of hydrogen, as well as the sheds for dirigibles, may, at the discretion of the said Powers, be left to Hungary until the time when the dirigibles are handed over. Engines for aircraft; Nacelles and fuselages; Armament (guns, machine guns, light machine guns, bomb-dropping apparatus, topeko apparatus, Instruments for use on aircraft, wireless apparatus and photographic or cinematograph apparatus for use on aircraft: Component parts of any of the items under the preceding heads. The material refered to above shall not be removed without special permission from the said Governments.
From the National Publicity Committee.
Postcard proof of the famous No-No-Never movement
in Paris after the Trianon Treaty was signed June 4, 1920.
From The National Publicity Committee

Postcard proof of the Famous No-No-Never movement in Paris after the Trianon Treaty was signed June 4, 1920.

Trianon done in flowers at the Hotel Nagykanizsa.
Nein! Nein! Niemals!

German Language.

Nie! Nie! Nikdy!

? Language.

Forgery of the No! No! Never!
Theme from Paris.
I wish you a Happy Easter.

Happy New Year.
Home made postcard on the No! No! Never! theme.

Remember "TRIANNOT."

The hands of the Robbers.

Hands off!! This is my Hungary.

There is no bravery in attacking a disarmed man!!.

All back to Hungary.
February 1922, Registered cover from Gyula to New York also carrying "Help Hungary's Children" cachet. Relief Administration in New York with receiving cancel of 9th March 1922.

Hungarian postcard to Rotterdam from Ujest dated 15th January 1921. No receiving cancel but showing "Help Hungary's Children" cachet.
The mechanical card below shows the extent of the Dismemberment of the Hungarian Territory following the Treaty of Trianon of the 4th of June 1920. The card was commissioned by the Hungarian Women's Association.

The Treaty of Trianon gave:
Le traité de Trianon a donné:
Il Trattato di Trianon ha dato:
Der Vertrag von Trianon gab:
62,222 km²
1,666,824 Hungarians

4,020 km²
26,225 Hungarians

19.9% AUSTRIA

19.4% JUGOSLAVIA

4,020 km²
26,225

63,113 km²
571,735

Total Area Represents over 70% of the Hungarian Territory of 1918.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Area Sq.Km's</th>
<th>Population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>4,020</td>
<td>26,225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czechoslovakia</td>
<td>62,222</td>
<td>1,066,824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>103,093</td>
<td>1,663,576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yugoslavia</td>
<td>63,113</td>
<td>571,735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>232,448</td>
<td>3,328,360</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NE CSÜGGEDJ!!**

**DOLGOZZÁL ÉS KITARTVA BIZZÁL.**

- Do not despair! learn to labour and to wait.

**GYERE VELÜNK TESTVÉR**

**VISSZA SZEREZZÜK HAZÁNKAT.**

- Come Brother deliver us from the oppressor.

We shall never perish.

Much grief over poor Hungary.

Help! help before it is too late.

Shall we tolerate it?? No!!
Hungarian Propaganda card produced in the late 1920s relating to the Trianon Treaty Monster of 1920.

The fate of old Hungary.
Lion pierced by three arrows.

Western Hungary propaganda card of 1920.

No I will not let you go!!.
Hungarian Propaganda cards produced in the late 1920s relating to the Trianon Treaty 4th June 1920 which devastated Hungary.

To dismember Hungary means the death of peace.

It is impossible to believe that our blood should have been shed in vain.
Hungarian Propaganda cards produced in the late 1920s relating to the Trianon Treaty 4th June 1920 which devastated Hungary.

!! DESTROY TRIANON. !!

A "Cake-eating; Contest between Rumanian-Czecho and Servian Imperialists."

A »Cake-eating Contest between Rumanian-Czecho-Servian Imperialists. " Legényevő-verencny a tch-román-szerb imperialisták közt. Quel des impérialistes tchèques, roumaini, serbes mangera plus de gâteau ?
Hungarian Propaganda cards produced in the late 1920s, relating to the Trianon Treaty Monster of 4th June 1920.

Parts of the Hungarian coat of arms, for a thousand years symbols of the rivers and mountains wrenched from the country! we shall never bear it.!!

Trianon = TRIA NON! NO! NO! NEVER! NON! NON! JAMAIS!

Trianon = NO! No! Never!
Lottery ticket of December 15, 1926. Had to get permission from Government to be able to show the Nem! Nem! Soha! translation; No! No! Never!

Justice for Hungary showing the 4 monuments representing the lost provinces: North - South East and West with the Tricolour flying at half mast in Liberty Square.
Hungarian Propaganda cards produced in the late 1920s, relating to the Trianon Treaty Monster of 4th June 1920.

"The Peace Tribunal."

The so-called, Line of Demarcation in the hands of Czech - Servian - Rumanian Imperialists.

"Az ugynevezett "demarkációs vonal" a cseh-szerb-román imperialisták kezében."
Viscount Rothermere.

Lord Rothermere, the great friend of Hungary who was the first to call the attention of the public opinion of the world to the injustice of the Treaty of Trianon, and is still fighting strenuously and untiringly for the revision of that Treaty. — Oil painting by Philip de László.
JUSTICE for HUNGARY.

The first result of Lord Rothermere's action was the foundation of the Hungarian Revision League. This body, which shortly after its creation counted two million members, was formed in order to give practical support to the principle Justice for Hungary!!.

From the first it was the purpose of the Revision League to adapt itself to the directives laid down by his Lordship. Lord Rothermere had set before us the aim of procuring the revision of the Peace Treaty of Trianon by the assertion of our just rights and solely by peaceful means. The League accordingly took up the task of organising Hungarian public opinion, which in this respect was already united. It further set itself to arouse the interest of friends abroad, and to influence popular feeling in the victorious countries in favour of a peaceful revision of the Treaty.

Ferenc Herczeg.

Instant and widespread reactions.

The Pester Lloyd is the Hungarian organ best known abroad, for it is published in German. Its editorial writer said:-
"Lord Rothermere went straight to the root of the Central European problem. He has certainly done a great deal for the clarification of the European situation."

Az Est.
"Lord Rothermere's article is a milestone in the history, not only of Hungary, but also of Europe. From now on, the Treaty of Trianon will become the talk of the day. The wave of opinion against it is gaining in strength and impetus. Hungarians must wait calmly for the moment when this wave will sweep the whole Treaty away."

Uj Magyarsag.
"Lord Rothermere has shouldered the task of tearing to shreds the veil of lies and illusions, and of giving British foreign policy an initiative which sooner or later will have to be followed."

Nemzeti Ujsag.
"The civilised world is compelled to pay respectful attention to Lord Rothermere's words. His voice heralds the triumphant resurrection of the downtrodden and humiliated Hungarian nation."

Magyar Hirlap.
"Even Hungary's neighbours will be unable to refuse serious consideration to the opinions of such an outstanding authority."

Uj Nemzedek.
"The sorely tried and deeply humiliated Hungarian-nation hails Lord Rothermere's article as the dawn of fresh hope. It shows the growing desire for genuine peace, which cannot rest on force or injustice."
Justice for Hungary membership card, issued early 1920s.

Tagsági-jegy.
Magyarország Területi Épségének Védelmi Ligája
Hajós József ur
Hajózókapitány
partolótag részére

We Will Never Accept The TRIANON TREATY.

This Plaque was designed early 1921 to be placed on doors of houses in defiance of the Trianon Treaty 4th June 1920. Showing map of old Hungary surrounded by a ring of thorns.
We will Never Accept The TRIANON TREATY.

This Plaque was designed early 1921 to be placed on doors of houses in defiance of the Trianon Treaty 4th June 1920. Showing map of old Hungary surrounded by a ring of thorns.

Another type but this time just with the words: Nem. Nem. Soha!.
trans: No. No. Never!
Locally registered cover posted 20th August 1928, showing on reverse what the "Unjust Peace Treaty of Trianon" has done to Hungary.

Out of pre-war Hungary's one thousand years old body the cruel command of Trianon gave

1. To Roumania
   of the country = 36.4%
   inhabitants, more than 1/4
2. To Czechoslovakia
   inhabitants = 22.2%

We have lost out of 9,944,627 entirely Hungarian inhabitants 3,332,952 = e. i. 33.5%

Where is the truth? And why happened this?

1., 2., 3., 4., 5.
Pre-war Hungary

We have lost
191,758 □ Km
There remained 91,114 □ Km.

They allowed to us
32.2%

LEVÉLGÓ TÁRSASÉKÉNY UTJÁN
ADATOTT FEL.

Écsszentiváni Michálovits György dls.
Budapest VI.
Podmaniczky u. 61. IV emelet 29.
1928 home made journal wrapper, Budapest to London, showing Justice for Hungary label.

Mr. A. Büchler
Principal of Jews' College

London

Queens Square House, Guilford St. W.C.
Lord Rothermere sitting for a Bust Portrait.

Lord Rothermere with Newspapers.
Posted Budapest 6th July 1929 to Nuernberg, arrived 8th July, showing the Justice for Hungary stamp vignette.

How civilisation is propagated by the Rumanians.
Nem! Nem! Soha!

"Hiszek
Magyarország
felmegyésében!"

The thousand-years-old undivided Hungary

Unita Ungheria millenaria

La Hongrie intégrale de mille ans

Das tausendjährige einheitliche Ungarn

Az ezredes évszázados Magyarország

and the treaty-monster at the utteron of Trianon

und die Münchener Verträge von Trianon

Il mostro di Trianon

del Trattato di Mâcon

The map illustrates the area before and after Trianon, showing the reduction in size of Hungary.

Area—Aire—Bodenfläche—Area—Terület.

Before—Avant—Vor—Avant Trianon előtt

After—Après—Nach—Dopo Trianon után

325,411 □ Km.

92,607 □ Km.

Inhabitants—Habitant—Einwohner—Abitanti—Népesség.

20,886,437.

7,481,959.
This Poster is for the Nation. Trianon did you forget ???.
It's going to be 7 years on 4th June, Remember and remind everybody what happened on this day and wear this badge FOR LIVE PROTEST!!!.
These Vignettes were produced in the late 1920s in Tribute to Lord Rothermere's article in the Daily Mail called "Hungary's Place in the Sun". 21st June 1927.
These Vignettes were produced in the late 1920s in Tribute to Lord Rothermere's article in the Daily Mail called "Hungary's Place in the Sun", 21st June 1927.

As a means of seeking publicity for the plight of Hungary, Lord Rothermere, the publisher of the Daily Mail Newspaper, offered a prize of £2,000 = $10,000 in 1931 to the first fliers to go non stop from America to Hungary. So in America the idea was born in a neighbourhood tavern in Toronto. To raise funds for the flight the small contributions of the local people which started the effort for this had to be supplemented by a major fund raising campaign. This financing came from Emil Szalay, a wealthy Hungarian-American meat packer in Flint Michigan.

George Endresz and Alexander Wilczek (also known as Alex Magyar) took up the challenge. Both were world war one Austro-Hungarian army pilots who had emigrated to America. In June, Endresz and Magyar flew their Lockheed Sirius monoplane, named Justice for Hungary, from Detroit to New York. Here they campaigned for the cause described by the name of their airplane, in the Hungarian communities of New York, New Jersey and Connecticut. They then flew on to Harbour Grace, Newfoundland, near the easternmost point in America.

At 1:55 pm on July 15, they flew out over the Atlantic, after 25hrs and 40mins they ran out of fuel and landed in a field in Bicske, fifteen miles short of their Budapest destination. Their total distance on this 12th non-stop crossing of the North Atlantic was 3,200 miles, farther than Lindbergh flew, despite the forced landing they were well within their goal of flying from America to Hungary.

All of the Justice for Hungary airmail was postmarked on receipt by the three special green handstamps: The receiving marks were: A standard Budapest 72 circular date stamp of July 16, a circular marking picturing the airplane with English text and three lines of text with basic information of the flight.
From Harbour Grace, Newfoundland near the Easternmost point in America to Budapest, record time 25hrs 40mins, crossing distance 3.200 miles. The card first posted Flint-Michigan 14th May. The domestic postcard rate of one cent was used on the premise that the Justice for Hungary Flight itself was not an official airmail flight. All mail addressed back to the U.S.A. was returned in bulk under separate cover so postage due was never assessed.

This one carries a 5cent stamp and delivered to Szendrőlad in Hungary without being caught for postage due as this was the correct airmail rate.
Justice for Hungary card signed by both pilots George Endresz, Alex Magyar and the flight benefactor Emil Szalay.

Cards that were never in the U.S. mail entered the Hungarian postal system as unfranked domestic mail, therefore, the postage due was only 20 filler.
Signed Photograph of Endresz György before taking the flight of the Justice for Hungary plane.

Hand drawn printed postcard of the "Justice for Hungary" plane leaving America and signed by the artist "Burckhardt."
International Newsreel Photograph of the Justice for Hungary Plane having final check before take off from Roosevelt Airfield.
Take off sharply after dawn. Final check up was made on the plane which is due to leave for Hungary. A CAFARN will pilot the expedition via Hungary on the special low wing monoplane "Kosselt Field, Lj." The special low wing monoplane "Justice for Hungary" plane. Watch your credit: International News Photo.
Justice for Hungary plane after forced landing at Gyor. 18 miles from Budapest in a sweetcorn field.

Times Wide World Photo. Vienna Bureau.

TRANSATLANTIC VISITORS IN A CORN FIELD OF HUNGARY: THE AEROPlane, JUSTICE FOR HUNGARY, in which Captain George Endres and Captain Alexander Magyar flew the 3,200-Miles from Harbor Grace, N. F., at rest with one wing damaged after its forced landing with empty fuel tanks eighteen miles from Budapest.

(Times Wide World Photo. Vienna Bureau.)
Justice for Hungary plane after landing at Gyor in a sweetcorn field.
Justice for Hungary plane after landing at Budapest airport next day.
Justice for Hungary plane after landing at Gyor in a sweetcorn field.

On landing it damaged the propeller and one tyer and one antenna which is on the wing.
Justice for Hungary

Plane after landing at Bicske in a sweetcorn field just outside of Budapest.
Hand painted Justice for Hungary plane in flight, turned into a postcard.

Justice for Hungary plane just landed in Hungary after it's record flight from America. 16th July 1931.
The successfully completed Ocean flight from the generosity of the American Hungarians and Lord Rothermere call the attention of the World to the quilt of an injustice against Hungary in Trianon.
Justice for Hungary Plane as a Toy.

TRIANON.
In November 1931 Magyar returned to the U.S.A. to live, on the 13th Nov, he was welcomed back to New York with a major reception hosted by Mayor Jimmy Walker. On 6th December a special envelope was prepared with cachet, which states; Hungarian Citizens Club Welcomes Captian Alexander Magyar Co-Pilot Justice for Hungary dated 6 Dec 1931.
Towards the end of 1931, Wilczek (Magyar) Sándor, returned to the United States, but Endresz continued flying all over Europe with the plane *Justice for Hungary*, to make propaganda against the Trianon Treaty. On the 21st of May 1932, now with László Bittay as his radio operator he flew the plane to Rome, to attend a conference of transatlantic pilots. The plane crashed on landing killing all on board.
A promotion card of Endresz and Magyar record flight of July 15 - 16, 1931 in their American built BR-3 called "Justice for Hungary". Also the signature of Emil Szalay a wealthy Hungarian-meat packer who helped to finance the trip.
Hungarian Propaganda card produced in the early 1930s relating to the Trianon Treaty of 4th June 1920 which devastated Hungary.

Justice for Hungary Special flight from America to Budapest
July 15 1931.
This stamp was issued to commemorate the Transatlantic record flight of Endrezs and Magyar in their Justice for Hungary plane. "American built Lockheed Sirius"...
Two miniature sheets issued 21st May 1932 in conjunction with the Conference of trans-atlantic pilots, the plane crashed on landing killing all on board.

After the fatal accident the remaining sheets were overprinted in black, with Endres and Bittay, lines 2&3 of the original text was crossed out in black and the date 1932. V. 23-25 added after line 4 and the picture of Endresz inserted in black, bottom corner.
A rough translation of the above which is on the reverse of photograph.

Photograph of György Endresz pilot and radio operator László Bittay getting their plane Justice for Hungary ready for that fatal flight Budapest - Rome 21st May 1932 in which they were both killed coming into land at Rome Airport. They were both going to attend a Conference of Trans - Atlantic Pilots.
His Excellency Benito Mussolini.

Mussolini, the Creator of Modern Italy, who has written his name indelibly on the soul of the grateful Hungarian nation by being the first of the representatives of the Great Powers to make an official declaration in favour of a revision of the Treaty of Trianon. On his left side the Duce is wearing the First Class Hungarian Order of Merit, and on his breast the medals won by him in the field of battle, including the wounded medal, the double stripe shown on the ribbon denoting that Mussolini was twice wounded in the firing line. These latter distinctions, obtained while he was still a private, are the Duce's favourites. — Oil Painting by Gyula Márkus.
Issued for one day only :: 27th May 1932.

Commemorative Postcard to Honour the memory of George Endresz (pilot) and László Bittay (radio operator) who were killed when their plane "Justice for Hungary" crashed on landing in Rome 21st May 1932 when flying to attend a Conference of Trans-Atlantic pilots.

On reverse the photograph postcard shows Benito Mussolini giving the two coffins a military send off back to Hungary.
Issued for one day only ::: 27th May 1932.

Commemorative cover to Honour the memory of George Endresz (pilot) and László Bittay (radio operator) who were killed when their plane "Justice for Hungary" crashed on landing in Rome 21st May 1932 when flying to attend a Conference of Trans-Atlantic pilots. This cover left Rome 27th May to Germany arriving Berlin 3rd June.

IN MEMORIAM
"Justice for Hungary"
Pilota: GEORGES ENDRESZ
Radiograpfista: BITTAY

26 MAGGIO 1932
PAR AVION
Par via aerea

ROMA

Herrn S. Bayérr,
Lufthafenn Berlin,
Germania.

receiving cancel of Berlin.
The Italian Dictator, Benito Mussolini provided a Fiat BR-3 monoplane that he named the "Giustizia Per L'ungheria" translation: "Justice for Hungary" to continue the propaganda for the revision of the Treaty of Trianon. This plane was flown to Hungary on June 15, 1932 by the Italian Aviator Liberrati and navigator Constanzi. Mail can be found used for one day only on that date with a special vignette and was postmarked at Mátyásföld that same day.

On reverse the translation reads ;; Endresz György Hungarian Aerofilatelist Table Society.
LEVELEZŐ-LAP.

A Sua Eccellenza

il Cavaliere... BENITO MUSSOLINI

Duce del Fascismo e Capo del Governo

ROMA

presso la R. Legazione d'Ungheria

Via dei Villini 16

trans: For the flying symbol of our truth, for the generous donation of "Justice for Hungary" every Hungarian heart is grateful in recognition of his Excellency and the friendship of the Italian Nation.

September 1932. Year 10 of the Fascist Empire...

reverse of the above card.
Mussolini's Gift to Hungary.

Send this postcard to Mussolini with your signature to show the gratitude of the Hungarian nation.

Mussolini Italy's leader who with his energy and will of iron from his native country, created the world's most consolidated State which deserves all of the Hungarian people's gratitude.

(Hungarian translation)
I wish to express my best wishes with respect, appreciation and love to the big friend of Hungary.

( Italian translation)
I give with profound respect, affection and with recognition a greeting to the big friend of Hungary.
Hungarian Propaganda cards produced in the early 1930s relating to the Trianon Treaty of 4th June 1920 which devastated Hungary.

Hungary flogged; jeered; and crucified.

Flower garden in Liberty Square showing the disbursedment of Hungary.
The Italian government sent to Hungary a replacement plane after the crash of the Lockheed Sirius Justice for Hungary plane. This plane was called Giustizia per L'Ungheria. That plane arrived in Budapest on June 15, 1932, piloted by Liberiati. In September, that airplane, piloted by a Hungarian named László Kálmán, undertook the "Star of Savoy Air Tour" (The "Star of Savoy" is the emblem of the Italian royal family). This 10-city tour is philatelicly divided into five flights which are usually called the "Star Flights".

This card is flight 4 of the above flights, left Szombathely on September 17 Debrecen - Nyiregyháza with dropped mail by parachute to Mátyásföld airport near Budapest.

LÉGI POSTÁVAL ÉRKEZETT.
trans: JUST ARRIVED BY AIRMAIL.
The Italian government sent to Hungary a replacement plane after the crash of the Lockheed Sirius Justice for Hungary plane. This plane was called Giustizia per L’Ungheria. That plane arrived in Budapest on June 15 -1932, piloted by Liberati. In September, that airplane, piloted by a Hungarian named László Kálmán, undertook the "Star of Savoy Air Tour" (The "Star of Savoy" is the emblem of the Italian royal family). This 10-city tour is philatelically divided into five flights which are usually called the "Star Flights".

This card is flight 4 of the above flights, left Szombathely on September 17 Debrecen - Nyíregyháza with dropped mail by parachute to Mátyásföld airport near Budapest.

LÉGI POSTÁVAL ÉRKEZETT.
trans: JUST ARRIVED BY AIRMAIL.
A handstamped cachet was prepared for each flight, with a code indicating the origin of each leg of the flight. The codes are as follows: Budapest = Bp; Mátyásföld = Mf; Pécs = P; Kaposvár = K; Szeged = Sze; Békéscsaba = B; Debrecen = D; Szombathely = Szb; Székesfehérvár = Szf; Nyiregyháza = Ny; and Miskolc = M; additional flights criss-crossed the above flights without the use of codes which gives you 56 flight patterns to find.

**Star of Savoy Air Tours Flight Pattern.**

Flight 1, this card was picked up at Kaposvár flown to Budapest, then flown by normal route to Genova Italy.

---

**LÉGI POSTA PAR AVION**

ZVELEZŐ-LAP.

Sign.

"Giustizia per l' Ungheria Pietro Braccialini"

Genova

via Carducci No 1
Star of Savoy Flight 1, took place on September 4, made the circuit Budapest-Pécs-Kaposvár and return to Budapest same day. The cover below was dropped off at Kaposvár then by rail to Zirc arrived 5th September, flight one cachets were always in blue.
Posted at Matysföld airport 11th September 1932, departed on the 16th on the Szombathely - Debrecen - Nyíregyháza run which then joined the Budapest Szeged - Békéscsaba run, dropped by parachute to Mátyásföld airport on the 17th.

Star Flight Vignettes.

A sheet of ten vignettes was printed with the names of the ten cities in the margin.
On October 2 an additional flight Budapest-Kecskemét back to Budapest was made by the Italian "Justice for Hungary" plane. The vignettes and cachets were different for this particular flight, mail was cancelled by a violet cachet instead of the normal post office circular date stamp.

In Kecskemét an attractive item was printed showing the City Hall and the Giustitia plane flying over it. The cliche was reportedly made in the capital, with the printing completed in Szeged. Only some 30 copies were mailed on postcards, as a result they are extremely scarce.
Posted Budapest September 10, cds Szeged and Békéscsaba September 11, returned Budapest same day with arrival cancel.

Flight 5, posted Budapest September 14, made the circuit Budapest via Nyiregyháza - Miskolc - Mátyásföld cds of September 17, arrival back to Budapest September 18.
These two covers went on flights 3, 4, and 5, which together represented a multi-day circuit beginning and ending in Budapest. On September 16, Flight 3 went from Budapest to Székesfehérvár and then onto Szombathely. On the 17th it continued as flight 4 traveling Szombathely - Debrecen - Nyiregyháza, with dropped mail to the Mátyásföld airport, near Budapest, en route. Finally, flight 5 flew from Nyiregyháza to Miskolc and then back to Budapest on September 18.
Flight 2 made the circuit Budapest - Szeged - Bekescsaba - Budapest on the 11th September 1932, this cover carried on the Szeged - Bekescsaba and Bekescsaba - Budapest legs of the flight.

Same flight as above but put on board at Matyasfold with cds and cachet of Matyasfold, returning to Budapest via Bekescsaba on the same day, showing same day arrival cds of Budapest.
Star Flight Number 2.

Return flight Bekescsaba - Budapest.
11th September 1932.

Reverse of card.
Justice for Hungary city tour additional flight
October 2nd 1932. Budapest - Kecskemét.
Put on board at Mátyásföld airport and cancelled.
Justice for Hungary city tour additional flight
October 2nd 1932. Kecskemét - Budapest.
Canceled cachet used as cancellation, card signed by Pilot
László Kálmán.

Reverse of card.
Justice for Hungary City Tour, additional flight October 2nd 1932, cds Budapest September 30, put on special flight Budapest – Kecskemét and cancelled Kecskemét same day arrival and departure times back to Budapest.
Flight 3. left Budapest Sept 16, onto Székesfővár then to Szombathely return to Budapest Sept 17 as part of flight 4 with dropped mail at Matyásföld airport, then by road to Budapest.
Flight 3 and part of flight 4, on the 17th September it continued as flight 4 traveling Szombathely - Debrecen - Nyíregyháza, with dropped mail to the Mátyásföld airport near Budapest, enroute to Miskolc then back to Budapest on September 18.
'The final "Justice for Hungary" airmail commemoration was a Budapest - Vienna "György Endrez Memorial Flight," that was scheduled for October 24; but was actually flown October 31. The stamps are cancelled with the Endrez Aviation Exhibition cancel.

This flight was made in conjunction with an Aviation Exhibition that took place in Budapest from October 15/24th. Because of the overwhelming crowds the Exhibit was extended to November 2nd and the flight delayed a week. From this flight 404 postcards were dropped by parachute at Győr, the remaining 288 cards were carried on to Vienna.
Another example; of the final "Justice for Hungary" airmail commemoration was a Budapest - Vienna "György Endresz Memorial Flight" that was scheduled for October 24; but was actually flown October 31. The stamps are cancelled with the Endresz Aviation Exhibition cancel.

This flight was made in conjunction with an Aviation Exhibition that took place in Budapest from October 15 - 24th. Because of the overwhelming crowds the Exhibit was extended to November 2nd and the flight delayed a week, from this flight 404 postcards were dropped by parachute at Győr, the remaining 288 cards were carried on to Vienna.
IGAZSÁGOS MAGYARORSZÁGNAK!
JUSTICE FOR HUNGARY!
JUSTICE POUR LA HONGRIE!

LEVELEZŐ-LAP.

Pesti Hírlap

XI. Olympic Games.
1st, Germany with 34 championships.
2nd, U.S. A. with 24 championships.
3rd, Hungary with 10 championships.

Comparing the results with the population of the U.S.A., 125 millions, Germany, 65 millions and Hungary, 9 millions, so

Hungary is first
with 1 championship per 900,000 citizens, against 1 per 2 million citizens in Germany and 1 per 5 million inhabitants in the U.S.A.

This moral victory was scored by Hungary upon whom they had enforced the most unjust peace treaty of the World War based, on a series of swindles employed by the representatives of the interested small states. Three-quarters of the territory and two-thirds of the population of Hungary has been taken away without a plebiscite. Every third Hungarian — more than 34 million citizens — was forced under hostile rule which, putting civilization to shame, does not at all consider the rights guaranteed in the Minority Pact.

How much longer are to last the sufferings of crucified Hungary?

XI. Olimpiax.
1. Németország 34 bajnoksággal
2. U.S.A. 24 bajnoksággal
3. Magyarország 10 bajnoksággal

Ha az U.S.A. 125 milliárd, Németország 65 milliárd és Magyarország 9 milliárd lakossággal hasonlítják össze az eredményt, úgy

első Magyarország
merő 900,000 lakosára csak 1 bajnokáig, máig Németországban 2 milliárd vagy az U.S. A.-ban 5 milliárd egy.

Pravda

XI-e Olympiade.
1. Allemagne avec 34 championnats
2. U.S. A. avec 24 championnats
3. Hongrie avec 10 championnats

Si nous comparons les résultats en tenant compte du fait que les Etats-Unis d'Amérique comptent 125 millions d'habitants, l'Allemagne 65 et la Hongrie 9,

la Hongrie est première

car il lui revient 1 championnat
pour 900,000 habitants, pour
l'Allemagne, 1 pour 2 millions et pour les
U.S.A., 1 pour 5 millions.

Ce grand succès moral a été obtenu par la Hongrie à qui l'on a dicté la paix la plus injuste qui ait été faite après la guerre mondiale et qui était basée sur une série de tromperies des représentants des petits Etats intéressés. Sans plebiscite, on a arraché à ce pauvre 3% de son territoire et 3% de sa population. Sur 3 Hongrois, il s'est à dire plus de 3½ millions d'Amés, c'est-à-dire plus de 3½ millions d'Amés, passés sous la domination ennemie qui, pour la honte de la civilisation, ne tient aucun compte des droits accordés dans les traités des minorités.

Jusqu'à quand durera le martyre de la Hongrie crucifiée?

Justice for Hungary,
X1 Olympic Games result
Propaganda card.
MIT AKAR A MAGYAR FASCISTA IRREDENTA PÁRT?

Mussolinig el sem tudták képzeli munkástömegek szervezését Marx-ideológia nélkül, míg nem jött egy új ideológia, a Fascizmus, melyek áldása gyűlölcset immár a tizedik éve évei az olasz nép.
A mi pártunk a Magyar Fascista Irredenta Párt is a fascista ideológiát magáévá tette, némi módosítással a magyar társadalomnak megfelelően magyar vonatkozásban.

Pártunk tábora hívja a társadalom minden rétegét felekezeti és nemi különbséget nélkül, — így tehát a zsidót is. Mert minden magyar hazafinnak kötelessége Magyarország integritásáért küzdenie, harcolnia, legyen az bár-milyen felekezeti is, tehát nem szabad különbséget tenni magyar és magyar között csupán azért, mert Istent ki-ki a maga módja szerint dicséri. Mi nem ismerünk mást hazánkban, mint csak magyart.

Küzdünk minden internacionális rendelforgatók ellen, kik a magyarság nemzeti összefogásán próbálnak részt venni, de épp úgy küzdünk a felekezeti uszítók ellen is, mely megint csak magyart magyarral állít szembe.

A mi pártunk a magyar nemzeti egység pártja s így minden öntudatos magyarnak a zászlónk alatt a helye, hogy közösen követeljük a következő program érvényre jutását.

1. Magyarország 1914. év előtti határainak visszaállítását.
2. Az általános védekezetezzf törvénybeiktatását.
4. Háboloros szerzetének, nyereségének elkövetését és ebből hadikölcsönkötvények és hadirokkantak segélyeztetésének.
5. Nemzetvédelmet, a népsereg felállítását és annak kebelében határfelkelő szervek kiépítését.
8. Választi reformtervezet.
9. Új gazdasági, pénzügyi reformot, az aranyfejedelem felállítását, az ingatlanfejedelem bankjegyere való áttérést és valamint a progresszív adózást.
10. Gyermekvédelmi osztály, melynek hatáskörébe tartozik az ifjú sportosztály, a „Balilla“.

A Magyar Fascista Irredenta Párt tehát a fenti 10 pont szerint küzd minden olyan törekvések ellen, mely a nemzeti öskultúránkat kikezdő, viszont fel akarjuk építeni az új gazdasági létfüket, hogy hazánk polgárainak boldogabb jobblétet teremtsen.

Felszólítunk minden öntudatos magyart, hogy lépjjen zászlónk alá s így közös akaratával juttassuk érvényre a fenti programmunkat.

Budapest, 1932.

Beiratkozási helyiségek;
„Fekete sas“ vendéglő, Magyar-útca 50.
„Adria hajó“ vendéglő, Sándor-útca 21.
Fürdős Lajosné vendéglője, Klaúzal-tető 5.
Somogyi János vendéglője, Podmaniczky-útca 53.

A Vezérség.
Before Mussolini they couldn't imagine to organize the working masses without Marx's ideology, but a new ideology came, the fascism, which blessed fruit has been enjoyed by the Italian people, for ten years already.

Our party, the Hungarian Fascist Irredenta party follows the fascist ideology, with little modification, in accordance with the Hungarian Community.

Our party calls for every layer of society without discrimination between religion and sex - as well as Jews. ....... so together we demand the following programme takes effect. (1) Move back the borders of Hungary as it was before 1914. ( protection for the Nation; army; working hours and conditions; new economy; protection of children ect ect ).

Budapest 1932. The Leaders.

Premises to sign up:
addresses.
Statue of the Hungarian Grief.

Inscription and translation on the statue plinth.

EZ A SZOBOR A TRIANONI SZERZŐDÉS ÁLTAL ELRABOLT GYERMEKEI SORSÁT SIRATÓ MAGYARORSZÁG FÁJDALMÁT JELKÉPEZI
ALKOTÓJA FRANCIA SZOBRÁSZ EMILE GUILLAUME EZEN EMLÉKMŰVET A SZENVEDŐ MAGYAR NEMZETNEK AJÁNLOTTA FEL MAGYARORSZÁG ANGOL BARÁTJA VISCOUNT ROTHERMERE.

THIS STATUE SYMBOLIZES THE PAIN OF THE GRIEVING HUNGARY FOR ITS STOLEN CHILDRENS DESTINY BY THE TRIANON TREATY. CREATED BY EMILE GUILLAUME THE FRENCH SCULPTOR. THIS MEMORIAL OFFERED TO THE SUFFERING HUNGARIAN NATION BY VISCOUNT ROTHERMERE ENGLISH FRIEND OF HUNGARY.
Hungarian Propaganda cards produced in the early 1930s relating to the Trianon Treaty of 4th June 1920 which devastated Hungary.

The proportion of illiterates among the Conquerors and the Conquered.

S.O.S.! people of the west! Save us!
Hungarian Propaganda cards produced in the early 1930s relating to the Trianon Treaty of 4th June 1920 which devastated Hungary.

The Magyars ancient virtue will always rise again.

Wake up to the future of Hungary.
Hungarian Propaganda cards produced in the early 1930s relating to the Trianon Treaty of 4th June 1920 which devastated Hungary.

Hungarians Unite.

Justice for Hungary.
The final Justice for Hungary airmail commemoration flight was Budapest to Vienna with mail dropped by parachute at Győr, some 404 postcards although dated 31st October the flight did not take place until 2nd November.
Another example of the final "Justice for Hungary" airmail commemoration was a Budapest - Vienna "György Endressz Memorial Flight" that was scheduled for October 24; but was actually flown October 31. The stamps are cancelled with the Endressz Aviation Exhibition cancel.

This flight was made in conjunction with an Aviation Exhibition that took place in Budapest from October 15 - 24th. Because of the overwhelming crowds the Exhibit was extended to November 2nd and the flight delayed a week, from this flight 404 postcards were dropped by parachute at Győr, the remaining 288 cards were carried on to Vienna.
On this occasion the Endresz Aviator Exhibition gives the Endresz György
the Hungarian Aerofilatelist Table Society gives a Souvenir Postcard.

Az „Endresz György” Magyar Aerofilatelisták Asztaláraságnak
emlék levelezőlapja az Endresz
Aviatikai Kiállítás alkalmából.

TÁMOGASSUK A MAGYAR AVIATIKAT!
Légipostán küldjük leveleinket!
A böllyeggyűjtés legérdekesebb
ága az AEROFILATELIA!!

Endresz és Bittay 1932, május 21-én Róma felé közelednek
(Légi felvétel a Justice for Hungary utoló útjáról.)
On this occasion the Endresz Aviator Exhibition, gives the Endresz György of the Hungarian Aerofilatelist Table Society gives a Souvenir Postcard.

Az „Endresz György” Magyar Aerofilatelisták Asztaltársaságának emlék levelezőlapja az Endresz Aviatikai Kiállítás alkalmából.

TÁMOGASSUK A MAGYAR AVIATIKÁT!
Légipostán küldjük leveleinket!
A bélyeggyűjtés legérdekesebb ága az AEROFILATELIA!!

reverse of card.
Posted at the Endresz Aviation Exhibition. These two cards were sent locally, one to Aszod posted on the 23rd October the other stayed Budapest but posted 20th October.
The Hungarian Creed.
Duel Language Propaganda Postcard.

I believe in one god.
I believe in one country.
I believe in Justice eternal and divine.
I believe in the Resurrection of Hungary.
Amen!!.
Hungarian Propaganda cards produced in the early 1930s relating to the Trianon Treaty of 4th June 1920 which devastated Hungary.

We desire the right to free self-determination for the original inhabitants of the Highlands.

The truth will win.

St. Stevens Country. Big and Peaceful.
Hungarian Propaganda cards produced in the early 1930s relating to the Trianon Treaty of the 4th June 1920 which devastated Hungary.

What will remain for the Hungarians ??.

Voulez-vous quatre Alsaces?
THE GERLE 13. CIRCUM - MEDITERRANEAN FLIGHT

The Gerle 13 was a tiny sports biplane, with a wingspan of less than 30ft. The pilots that made this 12,258 km trip were Tibor Bisits and Antal Bánhidy. They were inspired by the Justice for Hungary flight from the U.S.A. to Hungary, but that flight was in an American built airplane. Bisits and Bánhidy wanted to make a record-breaking flight in a plane built in Hungary.

The Gerle 13 was designed by Bánhidy, and built by the Sport Flying Association of the Technical University of Budapest. The Gerle 13 bore the registration number H.A.A.A.1, and was powered by a 100hp Genet-Major engine built by the Armstrong Siddeley in England.

Take-off from Budapest was on 19th February 1933. They flew anti clockwise around the Mediterranean in 34 days, traveling from Hungary through Austria - Italy - France - Spain - Algeria - Libya - Egypt - Palestine - Syria - Turkey - Greece - Italy - Austria and returning to Hungary on the 24 March. Mail was carried to, and picked up from only 5 cities: Oran, Algeria; Tripoli, Libya; Jerusalem, Palestine; Athens, Greece; and Rome, Italy. [Actually, the Palestine landing took place in Ghaza].
...(Turtle Dove) trainers in 1930-39. With Capt.T.Bisits he made Mediterranean Round Flight in "Gerle 13" covering 12,258 Kcms in 100hrs 22min, (Feb/March 1933). In Aug/Sept. he flew Gerle to England via Scandinavia then non-stop from Croydon to Hungary. In 1931 he assisted with the record breaking Atlantic flight of "Justice for Hungary" from Grace Harbour to Hungary, covering 6,000kms in 26.20hrs. In 1937 the Archduke Albrecht himself a pilot, ordered two Gerles and asked Bánhidi to accompany him to South America. Bánhidi flew 17,500 kms over Northern Argentine, Paraguay and the Gran Chaco area, the Gerles acquitted themselves well during the expedition.

He is the only Hungarian Constructor whose aeroplanes flew over 4 continents. Above: original letter written by Major Bánhidi in 1965. Kindly donated to this display by Mr. Julius Gaál of Canberra in 1995.
Touring Plane, the "Gerle 13" flown by Antal Bánhidy and Tibor Bisits 1933.

The lower card shows the "Gerle 13" before take off on the Circum - Mediterranean Flight from Budapest.
City. | Landed. | Departed.
---|---|---
Budapest | | 19th Feb
Oran | 28th Feb | 1st March
Tripoli | 3rd March | 5th March
Jerusalem | 10th March | 12th March
Athens | 17th March | 18th March
Rome | 19th March | 21st March
Budapest | 24th March |

Gerle 13 aircraft portrayed on a 1988 stamp.

Posted 18th February, first stop on tour was Oran, Algeria, with receiving cancel 28th Feb. c/o Tibor Bisits pilot, back on plane and continued round trip, no receiving cancel of Budapest, all out going mail had a pink diamond shaped hand - stamp and a greenish-blue vignette label.

Via "Gerle" H. A. A. J.

Poste Restante —— Return to sender.
Gerle 13, Tripoli, Libya, to Budapest dated 5th March 1933 with receiving cancel of Budapest, most in-coming mail to Budapest had a greenish but sometimes very faint hand-stamp vignette.

Posted 18th February, Budapest to Rome, receiving cancel of Rome dated 19th March, stayed on board to complete round trip by Tibor Bicsits pilot, no receiving cancel of Budapest.
Gerle 13, Tripoli, Libya, to Budapest dated 5th March with receiving cancel of Budapest 24th March. Both cards signed by pilots, most incoming mail to Budapest on this flight had a greenish but sometimes very faint vignette hand-stamp.
Gerle 13, H.A.A.A.I. Flight card from Oran (Algeria) dated 1st March 1933 to Budapest arrived date stamped 24th March, a Green Vignette was added on arrival, sometimes these are quite pale in colour.

---

Gerle 13, H.A.A.A.I. Flight card from Rome (Italy) dated 21st March 1933, to Budapest arrived date stamped 24th March, a Green Vignette was added on arrival, sometimes these are quite pale in colour also showing arrival date.
Posted 18th February, Budapest to Rome, receiving cancel of Rome dated 19th March. Instead of staying on board the Gerle 13 plane for return trip, instructions on front of card states; return to Budapest by train.

translation:::
Fascist Revolution
Exhibition Rome.
Railway reduction 70%.

Posted 14th February for the Gerle 13 flight which departed Budapest 19th Feb, Arrived Tripoli 3rd March cancelled and put back on board c/o Tibor Bisits, pilot continued round trip back to Budapest, landed 24th March , ready for collection from post office.
Posted 13th February in Budapest for the Gerle flight to Jerusalem and back c/o Tibor Bisits the pilot, landed at Ghaza then by road to Jerusalem, cancelled 10th March then back to the Gerle 13 to continue its trip arriving back to Budapest on the 24th March.
Gerle 13 plane Budapest to Athens and back to Nagyszenas in Hungary, departed Budapest 19th February arrived Athens 17th March, instead of staying on board the Gerle 13 plane for the return trip instructions on reverse of card states return by train hence arrival to Nagyszenas was on the 21st March 3 days earlier than by the Gerle 13.

Gerle 13 plane Budapest to Jerusalem and back to Nagyszenas in Hungary, departed Budapest 19th February arrived Jerusalem 10th March, instead of staying on board the Gerle 13 plane for the return trip instructions on reverse of card states return by surface mail, hence arrival to Nagyszenas was on the 22nd March 2 days earlier than Gerle 13.
Despatched After the Departure of the "Gerle 13" Plane.

These went by normal routes; departed 2nd May 1933, handstamped catchet in Greek and French.

Departed 9th June, handstamped catchet in English.
I believe in one God, 
I believe in the Unity of my Country, 
I believe in one Eternal Divine Justice, 
I believe in the resurrection of Hungary! 
Amen.

Je crois en un seul Dieu, 
Je crois en une seule Patrie, 
Je crois en une seule justice divine et éternelle, 
Je crois à la résurrection de la Hongrie! Amen.

Credo in Dio, Credo in una patria 
Credo nell'eterna giustizia divina 
Credo nella riuscita di Ungheria. Così sia!

Will you leave us alone? Never!
Hungarian Propaganda cards produced in the early 1930s relating to the Trianon Treaty of 4th June 1920 which devastated Hungary.

St. Stephen's Country. Let there be peace.

S.O.S. PLEASE HELP US ???
Hungarian Propaganda cards produced in the early 1930s relating to the Trianon Treaty of 4th June 1920 which devastated Hungary.

Even crucified, Hungary will rise up.
This set of colour cards was issued in the early 1930s by the Ereklyes Országzaszló Nagybízottság, trans: Association of homeland Flag Shrines. The organization was responsible for erecting a homeland flag monument in just about every village and town to keep the shame of Trianon alive in the citizens consciousness. The homeland flag was a vertical tri-colour (red-white-green) in lieu of the standard horizontal format of the Hungarian flag. The slogan Nem, Nem, Soha! No, No, Never! became the rallying cry of irredentism.

The statues depicted in the four corners of this card were erected in Liberty Square in Budapest in memory of the lost territories, (in clockwise order) of North, East, West, and south Hungary. The group of statues was removed and destroyed by the Communist Government in 1949.

I believe in one God, I believe in one homeland.
Hungarian Propaganda cards produced in the early 1930s relating to the Trianon Treaty of 4th June 1920 which devastated Hungary.

Nem, Nem, Sohai
No, No, Never!
Hungarian Propaganda cards produced in the early 1930s relating to the Trianon Treaty of 4th June 1920 which devastated Hungary.

"HISZEK EGY ISTENI ÖRÖK IGAZSÁGBAN"
/HISZEKEGY/

I believe in one divine, eternal Truth.
Hungarian Propaganda cards produced in the early 1930s relating to the Trianon Treaty of 4th June 1920 which devastated Hungary.

I believe in Hungary's resurrection.
For this cause I shall bear a cross on my shoulders.
SZÉTSZÓRT HAJÁVAL, VÉRZŐ HOMLOKÁVAL
ÁLL A VIHARBAN MAGA A MAGYAR."
/ Petőfi./

"SZÉTSZÓRT HAJÁVAL, VÉRZŐ HOMLOKÁVAL
ÁLL A VIHARBAN MAGA A MAGYAR"
/PETŐFI/

With disheveled hair and bleeding forehead,
The Magyar stands alone against the tempest.
Hungarian Propaganda cards produced in early 1930s relating to the Trianon Treaty of 4th June 1920 which devastated Hungary.

"EZÉRT MAGAMAT IS REÁ FESZITTETEM."
/HISZEKEGY./

Translation) For this cause I will sacrifice myself.
Hungarian Propaganda cards produced in the early 1930s relating to the Trianon Treaty of 4th June 1920 which devastated Hungary.

"MAGYAR, LEGYEN HITED ÉS LÉSZEN ORSZÁGOD."
/HISZEKEGY./

Magyar, regain your faith and you and you will have a homeland.
Hungarian Propaganda cards produced in the early 1930s relating to the Trianon Treaty of 4th June 1920 which devastated Hungary.

The beautiful Hungarian plain is enticing him, like a child is enticed by his mother's kiss!!

reverse of card.

Notre frêne s'embrasse en tenant la jambe, comme l'enfant par les courtes de la mère.

Hirvja, emlógejje a szép magyaráról,
Mint a gyermeké az édes anya colkja!

Edmond Lévy.
Hungarian Propaganda cards produced in the early 1930s relating to the Trianon Treaty of 4th June 1920 which devastated Hungary.

The reverse of the above card.
Because faith is strength,
Because those who believe have won.
Hungarian Propaganda cards produced in the early 1930s relating to the Trianon Treaty of 4th June 1920 which devastated Hungary.

One day, make a note on the ancient boundary, what you are writing on the blackboard today with your tiny hand.
Hungarian Propaganda cards produced in the early 1930s relating to the Trianon Treaty of 4th June 1920 which devastated Hungary.

The real map will bear, the pinnacles of the Carpathians as they have it measured out.

Nagy lesz újra, mint régen volt, Magyarország

Hungary is going to be big again, as it was.
The relations between Hungary and Czechoslovakia cannot be called friendly and harmonious by any stretch of the imagination in the years between the two World Wars. Because of the Treaty of Trianon, more than 1 million Hungarians were forced to become part of a country with which they had nothing in common.

As a result of this tense situation: in 1934 a postal war broke out between the two countries because of the designs of the 1933 Air-mail set issued by Hungary. The 10 & 16 fillér stamps (S.G. 554-555) pictured the "Justice for Hungary" aircraft flown by Hungarian aviators Mr. Endrész and Mr. Magyar across the Atlantic in 1931. The flight was inspired by Charles Lindbergh's historic trans-Atlantic flight of 1927.

Endrész continued to make publicity flights until his death in a crash outside of Rome in 1932. Benito Mussolini's foreign policy at the time advocated a revision of the Trianon Treaty in favour of Hungary. To support the publicity campaign, the Italian Government donated a Fiat aircraft to replace the crashed Lockheed Sirius plane. This replacement plane was christened "Giustizia per L'Ungheria" (Justice for Hungary in Italian) and is pictured on the 20 & 40 fillér stamps (S.G. 556-557).

The Government of Czechoslovakia took offence at the design of these two stamps, which showed a Hungarian greeting the "Giustizia per L'Ungheria" aircraft with raised arms. Mr. Benes apparently was not in favour of granting Justice for Hungary and ordered his postal service to refuse all letters bearing any of the disputed stamps. Contrary to the rules of the Universal Postal Union, such mail was marked (Non admis) and returned to Hungary. So, the postal war started; but that is another story....
Mr. Bennes, President of Czechoslovakia.

[Image of a postal envelope with stamps and cancellation marks]
Special flight with return trip, 15th May 1935.
One of the great heroes of Hungary was Ferenc Rákóczi 11. In 1935 a set of stamps was issued to commemorate the 200th anniversary of his death. At that time a special flight was made from Budapest to Istanbul, near the town of Rodosto (now Tekirdag) where Rákóczi lived out his life in exile.

The cachets and vignettes were produced for the event by the 5th FILPROK stamp exhibition.
Contrived by the Hungarians from a speech by Benito Mussolini.

trans.; Justice for Hungary: the great Mutilation.

trans.; A treaty cannot make a tomb.
Balaton International Sport Week.
Flights of September 5 - 8, 1936.

Lake Balaton was developing into a major resort area, an airport at Balaton - Kilići, just south of Siófok, was open to international air traffic during the summer and a seaplane facility was in operation on the lake at Siófok. The airmail special event flights went from Budapest to Siófok with drop mail to Balatonfüred enroute and return to Budapest. This mail bears cachets, vignettes, and special handstamps of Balatonfüred.

Below is three stamp vignettes which were used when envelopes were big enough.
Gardens at Balatonsüred 1936, Showing the Nem Nem Soha! with flowers.
Translation: No No Never!

Balaton International Sports Week, Flights of September 5th - 8th.
Left Budapest 5th September receiving cancel of Siófok of the 7th,
arried back to Mátásföld Airport on the 8th which is just outside of Budapest.
Celebration of the 16th anniversary of the "Petite Entente".

Petite Entente; was based on the treaty of August 14, 1920 which was concluded in Belgrade between Yugoslavia and Czechoslovakia, joined by Rumania in treaties with Czechoslovakia on April 23 and with Yugoslavia on June 7, 1921.

Czechoslovakia.

1st July 1937, The 2k green and 2k.50 ultramarine illustrate Prague Cathedral and castle.

Rumania.

1936, The 7.50 Leu, blue and 10 Leu, blue are portraits of King Carol overprinted in red with (CEHOSLOVACIA and YUGOSLAVIA 1920 - 1936, these were followed in 1937 by the 7.50 Leu and 10 Leu, blue, which illustrates the Cuclea de Arges cathedral.

Yugoslavia.

1937, 3 dinar green and 4 dinar blue illustrating Olenats.
Hungarian Propaganda cards produced in 1937 relating to the Trianon Treaty of 4th June 1920 which devastated Hungary.

Szegény testvérünknek száz a baja, búja:
Hiányzik cserébe a jó Magyar búza !.

Translation) Poor our brother has hundreds of troubles, (sadness):
The good Hungarian wheat for exchange he misses!
Hungarian Propaganda cards produced in 1937 relating to the Trianon Treaty of 4th June 1920 which devastated Hungary.

Ma csak gyermejkjáték, holnap szent igazság: Az Isten remekét újból összerakják !.

Translation) Today only a child's play, tomorrow the pure truth: They join together again Gods masterpiece!
Mit bosszu eszelt ki s fondorlatos elme:  
A gonosz határon győz a szív szerelme.

Translation) What revenge could I contrive and intrigue their minds (brain):  
On the evil (wicked) border with the love of the heart.
Hungarian Propaganda cards produced in 1937 relating to the Trianon Treaty of 4th June 1920 which devastated Hungary.

Szeműkben a szent hit szent ōröm fénylik : 
A Magyar Igazság fűrepül az égig !

Translation) In their eyes sparkling hapiness of saint faith, (belief, trust) :
The Hungarian truth fly up to the sky !

on the plane translation) Hungarian Resurrection.
Hungarian Propaganda cards produced in 1937 relating to the Trianon Treaty of 4th June 1920 which devastated Hungary.

Hold your heads high, together with St. Stephen we will Demolish Trianon.
Territorial provisions of the peace treaty of Trianon. Pre-war Hungary covered an area of 325,000 square kilometres, of which the Peace Treaty of Trianon has taken away 232,000 km².

Partition of Hungary.

Thus would Great Britain look if it had been subjected to the cruelties of the Trianon Treaty.

What could the answer of the patriotic and self-confident British Nation be to such horrible mutilation, The same as that of the Hungarian Nation: No, no, never!
How would you like it if you lost 2/3rds of your Country??

Dánok! Beletörődnétek-e, ha hazátokat így megszorították volna?
Trianonban Magyarország így „békevén” sústották.

Dansker! Vilde I være tilfredse, hvis Jort Føderland war
blevet sørderrevet paa denne manøe?
Ungarn blev sørderlemmet med en saadan „Fred”
i Trianon.

Españoles! Podriaís soportar tal mutinición de vuestra
Patria?
„Tel por” se la impuso a Hungaria en Trianon.

Spányolok! Beletörődnétek-e, ha hazátokat így megszorított-
ták volna?
Trianonban Magyarország így „békevén” sústották.

Šlovensko!

Česko-
SLOVENSKA

ÖSTER-
REICH

BUDAPEST

JUGOSLAVIA

ROMÁNIA

Denmark.

Spain.
How would you like it if you lost 2/3rds of your Country???
Radio Ham cards sent to England 1935 - 37;
Radio Ham card sent to England 1936:

SZEKESFEHERVÁR HUNGARY

TO RADIO: W2ZRP
UR CRD RECD: June 24, 1936
REMARKS: MANY THANKS FOR YOUR REPORT

TRANSMITTER: OUTPUT: KW
QRG: 1.50, KC
AERIAL

PSE QSL VIA: BUDAPEST
RADIOLABOR. HUNGARY

JUSTICE FOR HUNGARY!

73'S BEST DX OM:

HAS

SZEBB JÖVÖT.

Justice for Hungary arm patch 1938.

trans; More Beautiful - Brighter Future.
Flights of September 11 - 15 covered a lot more area than that of the previous year. The aim of the route this time was Budapest - Balatonkenese on the 11th, and then the Balaton Air - Rally from Siófok on the 12th to Sopron, Keszthely, Kaposvár, Pécs, and Kalocsa returning to Budapest on the 15th.
To take advantage of all the additional stops, the organizing committee progressed to metallic vignettes in a variety of colours, and a circular cachet for each city. There are six cachets one from each city but some collectors look for the numerous combination of routes.
The Balaton International Sports Week 1937.
Left Sopron on the 12th September arrived Budapest on the 15th, then by road to Pestszentnerzsébet on the 16th delivered to an address in Lord Rothermere Street.

Posted Nyiregyháza on the 13th September to Kalocsa, left Kalocsa on the 14th to arrive Budapest on the 15th.
Same as previous sheet, but advertising "Craftsmanship Exhibition"
2nd to 20th September 1937.

reverse of card.
Filproks' 1937 contribution (their 7th exhibit) was the first airmail route between Budapest and Szolnok. These were flown between the 19th and 23rd August to Szolnok and returned to Budapest same day.
Filprok's 7th stamp exhibition 1937, posted Budapest 21st August flown to Szolnok on the 22nd then flown back to Budapest on the 23rd, this card also shows the very scarce Budapest's number 20 postmark of the post office at Budapest's new airport in Budaors.

Large cachets featuring a Posthorn and a variety of vignettes were featured.
2nd Szolnoki.; Stamp Exhibition held 3rd October 1937. 1st day of issue with special exhibition label and cancellation.

Translation: Mother in law very ill; Cheerfully yours.
The Rothermere Line.

KEY

Hungary under the Treaty of Trianon.............
Area restored to Hungary by the
Vienna Arbitration, November 1938.............

In June, 1927, Lord Rothermere published in The Daily Mail a map depicting his proposal for a rectification of the frontier between Hungary and Czecho-Slovakia. Above is illustrated the close resemblance between the "Rothermere line", as it became known in Hungary, and the frontier actually drawn more than eleven years later at the Vienna Arbitration of November 2, 1938.
Date of issue: 1st December 1938.

Commemorating Acquisition of Hungarian Territory from Czechoslovakia.
Overprinted: HAZATÉRÉS 1938.
Translation: RETURN HOME.

Date sent 8th December 1938, from Vaszar to Szombathely.

ESZTERGOMI SZENTBENEDEKRENDEI KATOLIKUS SZENT ISTVÁN-GIMNÁZIUM IGAZGATÓSÁGA

Méltóságos és Főtiszteletrendő

Dr. Császár József
pápai prelátus, szemináriumi rektor urnak

Szombathely
REVIZÓIS NAGGYÜLÉS 1938. SZEPT. 21-EN.

printed by Samum Altesse.
Map showing the Returned Territories 1938 - 41.

Commemorating 77yrs since the loss of Lajtabánság, i.e. Western Hungary.
Visszatért Period 1938:: trans:: Returned Territories.

In the late 1930s, due to the political climate, with the growing pressure from Munich by Italy and Germany, Hungary received back some of her lost territory in the first Vienna award of November 2nd 1938 from Czechoslovakia as were part of the country before 1920.
IPOLYSÁG: was the very first city (together with Sátoraljaújhely) which was symbolically transferred to Hungary before the general retreating of the Czech authorities. The picture shows the very first religious field service in that town.
Kelényi Vilmos urnak postafőellenőr
Budapest 114.

Feladó neve és lakása:

Nagys.
Szőnyi Zoltán

Komárom.

Kassa.

Ersekújvár.
Ipolyság.

Kelényi Vilmos urnak postafőellenőr
Budapest 114.

Ersekújvár.

Kassa.

Feladó neve és lakása:

Levelezőlap

Nagys.

Szövetségügyi eszék

Komárom.

Kelényi Vilmos urnak postafőellenőr
Budapest 114.
Kassa 11th November.

TATRA BANK KASSAI FIÓKJA.

TATRA BANKA FILIÁLKA V KOŠICIAH

Budapest

Leva 10th November, with mixed franking.
Losone 23rd November, mixed franking.

Kassa 21st November, with vignette.
Hungarian Propaganda card produced in the early 1930s relating to the Trianon Treaty of 4th June 1920 which devastated Hungary.

Hungarian Propaganda card, one of the last to be produced dated 1939, on reverse of card relating to the Trianon Treaty of 4th June 1920.

"LIBERATION ??".

Hungary's Sentry —— Hungary Calling.
Celebration of the return of Léva Nov. 13. 1938.

Celebration of the return of Érsekujvár Nov. 8. 1938.
Celebration of the return of Szászrégen 30th Sept. 1940.

Celebration of the return of Kormányzója Sept. 6. 1940.
Celebration of the return of Dés Sept. 3. 1940.

Celebration of the return of Máramaroszigitre Sept. 5. 1940.
Celebration of the return of Szatmárnémeti 5th Sept. 1940.

Hungarian soldiers step across the Trianon Boundary on 5th Sept. 1940 at; Nagyvárad.
Miklos Horthy entering Kassa
10th-11th Nov. 1938.

Celebration of the return of
Nagyszalonta 1940.
Territories recovered from Czechoslovakia publicity labels produced in 1939 by the Hungarian National Association.
Budapest to Balatonkenese 10th June 1939, showing the use of the return territory vignette stamp.
My Campaign for
HUNGARY
by
VISCOUNT ROTHERMERE
Author of "Warnings and Predictions"
League of Nations.

Former international organization, established by the peace treaties that ended World War 1. Like its successor, the United Nations, its purpose was the promotion of international peace and security. The League was a product of World War 1; in the sense that, that conflict convinced most people of the necessity of averting another such cataclysm. But its background lay in the visions of men like the Duc de Sully and Immanuel Kant and in the later growth of formal international organizations like the International Telegraphic Union (1865) and the Universal Postal Union (1874). The Red Cross, the Hague Conferences and the Permanent Court of Arbitration (Hague Tribunal) were also important stepping-stones towards international co-operation.

Cecil, Edgar Algernon Robert, 1st Viscount Cecil of Chelwood.

1864 - 1958, British statesman, known in his earlier life as Lord Robert Cecil; 3rd son of the Marquis of Salisbury. A conservative who held several ministerial posts, Cecil gained fame largely through untiring advocacy of internationalism. In 1919 he collaborated with U.S. President Woodrow Wilson in drafting the Covenant of the League of Nations. He was created a Viscount in 1923 and awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 1937.
In 1939 Hungary expanded their claim of Ruthenia and occupied it as far as the Russian border.

Pink ones are cancelled with the Central Military Post-office cds.
In 1939 Hungary expanded their claim of Ruthenia and Occupied it as far as the Russian border. Military Post-office postcards were pre-cancelled military post-office with date and number, there was some 68 field post-offices throughout Ruthenia.
In 1939 Hungary expanded their claim of Ruthenia and Occupied it as far as the Russian border. Military Post-office postcards were pre-cancelled military post-office with date and number, there was some 68 field post-offices throughout Ruthenia.
North Transylvania Back To Hungary, 30th August 1940.

Magyar Volt Magyar Lesz Kiadja: A Nemzeti Szövetség.
Trans: It Was Hungarian, It Will Be Hungarian;
Published by: The Hungarian National Association.

Set of 21 perforated photostamps, 28 x 40 mm. Black on white paper with the view of the following Transylvanian towns.

The Axis Powers in 1940 made a second Vienna award to Hungary, this time, it was Northern Transylvania that was removed from the Trianon borders of Rumania.
IMÁDKOZZUNK A BÉKEÉRT 1940.
trans:: LET US PRAY FOR PEACE 1940.

printed by Samum Altesse.
signed: Fery.
The Second Vienna Award reannexes North Transylvania to Hungary, 30th August 1940.

21 cities in Transylvania used special cancels when they returned to Hungary.
Hivatalos feljegyzések:

Cím:

Feladó neve és lakása:

LEVÉLEZŐ-LAP.

Kérel. Marton István

Pérsd.

Részletében helyi vidéki és külföldi levelezésre a megfelelő postabélyeg felragasztása mellett.

Ára 1 fillár.
Feladó neve és lakása:  

Vármad  

posta művek, mell  

Vízfest  

Pince 46  

Ára: 1 fillér
Feladó neve és lakása:

Vármegyében

Lévélzö-Lap

Vármegyében

Vármegyében
Two Patriotic souvenirs on Birch Bark 25th Sept. 1940.
"Emlék Hargitárol" plus a little branch of the Harghita firs.
On reverse of card: Kelet és Székelyföld Ujból Magyar Örömteljes Megemlékezésül.

translation: East and Eastern Transylvania are Hungarian again, Joyful Commemoration.
On reverse of cards: Délvidék Ujból Magyar, Örömteljes Megemlékezésül.

Translation: The South is Hungarian again, Joyful Commemoration.
On the 11th April 1941, Hungarian troops invade Yugoslavia. 11 cities used special printed cards and cancellations.

Dél Visszatért!
Trans; The South Comes Home!
80th Anniversary of the Trianon Treaty, 4th June 1920.

First Day Cover, Privately produced sheets commemorating the first Romanian World Boy Scouts Camp, printed in English.
80th Anniversary of the Trianon Treaty, 4th June 1920.

First Day Cover, Privately produced sheets commemorating the first Romanian World Boy Scouts Camp, printed in English.
80th Anniversary of the Trianon Treaty, 4th June 1920.

Privately produced sheets commemorating the first Romanian World Boy Scouts Camp, printed in Romanian language.
80th Anniversary of the Trianon Treaty, 4th June 1920.

Privately produced sheets commemorating the first Romanian World Boy Scouts Camp.
80th Anniversary of the Trianon Treaty, 4th June 1920.

First Day Cover. Privately produced sheets commemorating the first Romanian World Boy Scouts Camp, printed in Romanian language.
80th Anniversary of the Trianon Treaty, 4th June 1920.

First Day Cover. Privately produced sheets commemorating the first Romanian World Boy Scouts Camp, printed in Romanian language.

perforated
Commemorating the 60th Anniversary of the Justice for Hungary Translantic flight.
Produced in the late 50's

Produced in year 2000 by the American Hungarian Federation, commemorating 80 years of Trianon. (We must not forget June 4, 1920).

1920-2000

80 ÉVES A TRIANONI BÉKESZERZŐDÉS

250 Ft
Justice for Hungary

Belépés.  
trans: No Entry.

Távozás.  
trans: Departure from Mother Country.

Harbour Grace
70 Éves a „Justice for Hungary” Óceanrepülése

1931 - 2001
ENDRESZ MÁGYAR
GYÖRGY SÁNDOR

300 Ft

Lockheed Sirius 8A
25 years prior to the 1956 Budapest Rising, U. S. Senator Borah urged revision of the Trianon Treaty, to save millions of Magyars from genocide. You, too, can help the oppressed regain self-determination by sending your donation to:

AMERICAN HUNGARIAN FEDERATION, 1761 R St., N.W., WASHINGTON 9, D.C.
Marking the 1000th Anniversary of the birth of St. István, First King of Hungary this set of Commemorative Stamps has been released to appeal to the Conscience of the Free World, to promote Justice to our long-suffering nation, or to serve as a Memento after we have gone by all Hungarians living in political exile. This edition was initiated and sponsored by the Council of the Australian Hungarians from Transylvania.
Erdély Visszatért August - September 1940.
trans: Transylvania has returned.

Visszatért A Dévidék 13th April 1941.
trans: The South has Returned.

Ujvidék Visszatért.
Ujvidék has returned.
Felvidék: Hazatért 1938.

trans: Upper / Northern Hungary has Returned 2nd Nov 1938.

Kárpátalja hazatért! 1939

trans: The Subcarpathians have returned, 15th March 1939.
Exercise book showing why Trianon is such a hateful word to the Hungarian people.

Magyar gyártmány.

Történelmi kimagasló évszámok

896. Honfoglalás.
1001. Szent István keresztény hazát teremt.
1370. Nagy Lajos a hazát nagybabonmá emeli.
1241/42. Tatlájárás.
1444. Vármál csata.
1485. Mátyás király Bécset elfoglalja.
1326. Mohácsi vész.
1540. Budavár eleste.
1686. Budavár visszavétel.
1848. Szabadságharc.

NEM! NEM! SOHA!
1920. JÚNIUS 4.

Ezen a napon mondották ki a francia Trianonban, a versaillesi park csodaszép palotájában a magyar nemzet halálos felétet a győztes hatalmák, amelyei fizetnyolc különböző nemzet fiai írtak alá, azok, melyek a győztesekkel szövetségben álltak. Ezen a napon meg lőn pecsételv az ezeréves Magyaraknak során — de ezen a napon egy szerelmind őgő tisztköt dobik bele az európai béke könnyen fobbán írástudében! A felelősség azoknak a népeknak a lelkillesmeretét terheli, kitknek fiai ezt a borszalmas katasztrófát felidéztek!

***

A magyar nemzetnek 288870 négyzetkilométernyi kiterjedésű területéből csak 89,9%-a marad meg a hirtükben — azaz 91114 négyzetkilométer.

Romániaiak egyedüli több területet jut, mint a mekkora a nekünk hagyott csomó országgyáráz. 75 vármegeyéből maradi nekünk 14.

Romániaiak 56,4%-a, a Cseh-szlovák köztársaságnak 22,2%-a, a jugoszláv népeknek 7,4%-a és az osztrákoknak 1,8%-a jut a földarabolt Magyavöröségből. Pium és kerülete a maga 21 kilométer méretétől nem mint nagy terület, hanem mint kerekedelmeg és közgazdaságilag fontos és pótoltatlant veszélyes szerepel az oromzat azoknak határában.

A történelem legkegyetlenebb békéje elrabolt a magyar nemzetől 10 millió és 788 ezer ember! Nekünk nem marad több, mint 7 millió 432 ezer, ilyen vértáltó esetre a világ teremtése óta nem volt példa.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amit felosztott a trianoni béke</th>
<th>Ausztria</th>
<th>Szerbia</th>
<th>Románia</th>
<th>Csehország</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Terület km²</td>
<td>5055</td>
<td>20956</td>
<td>102787</td>
<td>62957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Népesség</td>
<td>892481</td>
<td>1499215</td>
<td>8564444</td>
<td>5575668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erdő holdakban</td>
<td>931926</td>
<td>208936</td>
<td>6289222</td>
<td>4100658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legelő</td>
<td>81970</td>
<td>60568</td>
<td>2291157</td>
<td>1281007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Szántóföld holdakban</td>
<td>409638</td>
<td>2088588</td>
<td>559157</td>
<td>8885392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Szőlő holdakban</td>
<td>11939</td>
<td>66259</td>
<td>80772</td>
<td>25756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arany- és ezüstére mm</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2886006</td>
<td>498502</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barnaszámm mű</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>20886560</td>
<td>2394117</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bányászati term. arany K-ban</td>
<td>120968</td>
<td>9009758</td>
<td>8424125</td>
<td>5762908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feketéskén mm</td>
<td>640416</td>
<td>2980478</td>
<td>25756</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faiipari termelés arany K-ban</td>
<td>195410</td>
<td>7483880</td>
<td>8908083</td>
<td>40815057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gyárak száma</td>
<td>19414</td>
<td>501</td>
<td>927</td>
<td>817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Só mm</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1865987</td>
<td>620754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vas</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1744987</td>
<td>915895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaspálya mm</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>8046458</td>
<td>9870993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vasipari termelés arany K-ban</td>
<td>2264837</td>
<td>785000</td>
<td>11118068</td>
<td>15519178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Véggyöprő</td>
<td>2994761</td>
<td>7201848</td>
<td>41118985</td>
<td>45059175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kistélenyők</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>577</td>
<td>965</td>
<td>824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elekt lakták</td>
<td>459</td>
<td>1165</td>
<td>6334</td>
<td>855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polgári mm</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vasútak hossza km</td>
<td>468</td>
<td>1884</td>
<td>8268</td>
<td>8834</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RIGLER R.-T. BUDAPEST.
5 sheets commemorating 85 years since the signing of the Trianon Treaty.

Overprinting the 5 sheets with a map of old Hungary and dated, these sheets were issued privately commemorating the returned Territories of 1938-41.
The Justice for Hungary Flight 1931.

One miniature sheet (been enlarged) issued in 2006, Commemorating 75yrs since the Justice for Hungary record-breaking flight of 15th July 1931 from the U.S.A. to Hungary. The 16th July is the arrival date in Hungary.
The Absurdities Of The Trianon - Frontiers Of Hungary.

Court-yard at the Austrian frontier where the barn is standing on Hungarian territory and the backing stove on Austrian territory.

The middle of the road is the Frontier between Austria and Hungary.

County of Abauj community Tornanádaska: the middle of the road is the frontier. Le village Tornanádaska, comitat d'Abauj le trucé de la frontière suit le milieu de la route nationale.
This is the Crucifix on which they crucified Hungary, on the 4th of June 1920 in Trianon, so it was 83 years ago, they thrust into the yoke of the victorious powers 2/3rds of its land, almost 11 million Hungarians from its population, only 19 left from our 73 counties, even if counted the drawn together ones, one by one is 27.

Today at least we have come this far - Quotation from Anthem -. "Now the Hungarian Nation also can seize its chance for the Reunification of the nation which was torn into many directions ".

With the publication of this reproduction in four different colours of this very rare stamp as a protest against Trianon, in the process of forming this Special Stamp Collectors Association remembering this mournful event.

Ez az a kereszt, melyre
1920. június 4-én
Trianonban,
tehát 83 éve, Magyarországot keresztre feszítették,
területének 2/3-át, lakosságából közel 11 millió
magyart, a győztes hatalmak jármába taszítottak,
73 vármegeyénkből maradt 19, az összevontakat
külön - külön számlolva is 27 !
Ma már legalább ott tartunk, -idézet Athénból:-
"Most a magyarság is megragadhatja esélyét a sokfelé
szaktitott nemzet, határokölöttül újra egyesülésére!"
A Trianon elleni tiltakozás egy igen ríka bélyegkép
négyzsinű változtatának közreadásával, -mint reprodukcióval,-
emlékezik meg e gyászos eseményről a most alakuló
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